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VOLUME 20
FRANCE CHANGES
HOME MINISTRY

NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY

EVENING, MARCH 8. 11)00.
TEN LIVES ARE

WHERE THOUSANDS MET DEATH

COAL FAMINE

LOST IN WRECKS

SCENES AND PEOPLE IN THE SOCIETY ISLANDS, WHICH WERE,
SWEPT BY A TERRIBLE CY- -'
CLONE AND TIDAL WAVE.

NUMRER 03
STATEHOOD IS

IN THE NAVY

IN THE THROES

-

Will Cause Delay in Agree-

ment About Reached
in Morocco.
RUSSIAN

INSURANCE

STOPS

Canadian Parliament Opened
By the Governor After
Months Delay
TARIFF

PARAMOUNT

San Francisco, Cal., March 8. The
storm and thiol wave which desolated
the smiling isles or the South Pacific,!
drowning and killing thousands, news
of which has Just reached this country, was but a repetition of the (Us-- .
astrous storm which went over the Society and Tuamoto islands In .lanu-

Engine Crashed Into

Black Diamonds Must be Senate Assembled Slowly
Bought on Credit
Less Than 12 Present
Because of
When McCumber

La-

borers, Four Killed,
'

Hurt.

Thirty-Fiv- e
J

STOCKMAN IS FATALLY HURT DELAY IN

-

Ohio

BEGAN

IMPOLITIC

SPEECH

Railroad Rate Montreal Gets Serious Blow Cuts Mew Mexico and Arizona
Into Effect Without
Because Deep Water
Out as West Needs
Opposition
Lacking
More Senators.
Two-ce-

nt

$10,000,000

QUESTION

APPROPRIATIONS

ADDITIONAL

BIG

STOCK

MONEY

h

ALREADY

SPENT

PATTERSON

REPEATS

HISTORY

Saratoga Springs, X. Y.. March 8.
Three deaths followed the wreck of
the local passenger irain on the Delaware & Hudson railroad, 4oumt from
Rutland. Vt., for Troy. While held
up by a freight wreck near the local
station the local passenger train was
run down by tho Montreal flyer, Bouth
bound, last night.
The dead are:
Mrs. Charles Esmond, Ganesvort, N.
Y.; Gertrude Esmond, agtd 10; Frank
A. Slndecuse, Buffalo.
Four people were Injured, one seri
ously. Slippery rails are given as the
reason why the flyer did not Biop.

Washington, D. C. March 8. The
Washington, I. C, March 8. The
secretary of tho navy has sent to senate met at 11 o'clock, nn hour ear
Rear Admiral Evans, commanding the lier than usual, to afford additional
for discussion of the statehood
Atlantic fleet; Rear Admiral Train. time
bill, but it looked for a while aa
commanding the Asiatic fleet, and though the object
would be frustrated,
Rear Admiral Goodrich, commanding by the lack of attendance upon the
part
of
the senators. When the hoar
the Pacific squadron, important cau
the meeting had arrived, not
tionary Instruction
regarding econ of
single sent was occupied; but as the
omy of fuel, the supply or which has vice president and chaplain entered
been exhausted. It will be necessary. the north door McCumber and Gcarla
in order to purchase additional fuel, appeared at the opposite entrance,
for the navy, to ask the contractors and Teller and Patterson camo In
to await the pleasure of congress un few minutes later.
til there Is a fund available for the
The other senators were slow In arENGINE IN PENNSYLVANIA
purchase ct coal. It is expected that riving, and at 11:15. when McCumber
COSTS LIVES OF LABORERS. the contractors will not object to
of North Dakota began to spek on
Greeuburg. Pa.. March S. An en condition, and the service will notthis
be the statehood bill, less than a doxen
gine, running light, on the Pennsyl- - seriously embarrassed
by the failure senators were In their seats.
Mcania railroad, near Radcnburg, Pa., of congress to provide the present Cumber Introduced his speech by pretoday, crashed Into a work train, on means of acquiring fuel for ships of senting a substitute . for the statewhich were nbout 73 Italian laborers, war. u there were any difficulty in hood bill, creating one state out of
employed on a new pipo line. Four that direction, the Bhlps on distant Oklahoma and another out of Indian
of the men were killed and 35 others stations
could not be moved and tne Territory, the latter under the naina
Injured, several of whom will die.
vessels now In southern waters would of Sequoya, in honor of the Cherokee
have to procee'd to Guatanamo. Cuba, scholar of that name, and entirely
STOCKMAN KILLED BY
and
remain there until coal could be eliminating New Mexico and Arizona-Mo- re
BREAKINK TRAIN IN TWO
Trus Than Diplomatic.
But no such embarassment
Purlington, VI., March 8. A rear- - obtained.
He made an argument against the
Is likely to attach to the service, mainend collision, today, between two sec ly on account
of the consolidation of the territories Into a
tions or a freight on the Burlington contractors toof the willingness
states, contending that more
trust tae government, few
Injured four men. 9. Heaton. a West
western states were necessary to give
Virginia stockman, was fatally liurt especially as a contract for coal has the agricultural
and other
The accident was caused by the train Its negotiable value, although there
interests a strong represennot funds immediately available
breaking In two, and the second sec aro
Ho predicted
to meet the obligation. Of course, it tation In congress.
tion's running into the first.
has to be considered, that In such a that In the near future the west will
number of InBtute of affairs the coal dealers who have a much largereast,
SMALL RAILROADS WILL
and even If
than the
DISCONTINUE SOME TRAINS. sell to the government, take into ac habitants
present boundary lines shall be
Cleveland, O.. March 9. The law count this delay and charge accord the
preserved, It will he Impossible to seproviding for
t
railroad rates Ingly, so that in the end the govern cure as many states as there are now
In the sta e of Ohio went Into effect ment pays for the favor obtained from
of the Mississippi, and therefore,
today and it is asserted that all rail the coal dealers. At this time the east
balanco of power in the senate
roads In the state will comply with most rigid economy Is exacted of the
against the westmust necessarily
tlio provisions of the law, which Axes commanding officers everywhere in ern section. ' Hehe
declared that the
the rate for passenger transportation the use of coal, and there will be no time will come when
the east will
OFFICIALS WERE
SOME DEEDS OF
ARRESTED MINER13
NO MORE POLICIES IN
witntn the limits of the Btate at two more movement of ships than Is abso- find Its protection In the
west. He
RUSSIA UNTIL PEACE.
rents a mile.. The Jalir roJ have lutely necessary. These
referred to tho influence of foreign
i
' St. Petersburg,
will
no
change
on
doubtless
made
the
have
effect
their
la
on
their
schedules
Marcli 8. After to
In eastern Communities,
REMOVED BECAUSE
VIOLENT NATURE
STILL" AT BOISE account of th rortticHo In the'trans plans for naval iuuuoeuvers u. south- Immigration
day the Equitable Life Assurance soaud- - In this connection snld that at
portatlon rate, but It is understood ern waters.
ciey of New York and other American
Its last election Chicago elected a
that some of the smaller roads will
Insurance com panic will writ mo
socialistic mayor.
compelled
TOO
LARGE
TO
VESSELS
to
country,
least
in
discontinue some of their
at
more Klic!es
this
General Grafting President Fireman on Steamer in the Probably Be Taken to Cald
Tillman After President.
GET UP TO MONTREAL.
trains to make up
the loss in fares,
When McCumber closed, Tillman
not until internal peace Is again re
were
gave
Montreal, Que., March 8. The Canotice that as soon as an opstored. The insurance companies
Lets Cut Oklahoma OffBrooklyn Docks Killed
well This Afternoon in
A SOUTHERN RAILROAD
compelled to take this step for their
nadian Pacific railway, which, in the portunity offers he will address the
COMPANY ISSUES BONDS, last year, has had built In Great Bri- senate on the massage of the presiown protection, as of the deaths
Special Train
a., .March
icers For
in Mutiny
niciiraonu,
meet
among the policy holders in Russia
dent, sent to the senate yesterday,
ing of the stockholders of the Atlnn tain two trans Atlantic liners, which on
tho coal inquiry resolution recently
fully six per cent were directly due
in size and tonnage exceed any vestic
company
Lino
Coast
Railroad
will
to the political and economical dissels that have bo far plied between passed by congress on Tillman's mobe
held
here
to
this
afternoon
vol
on
The ST.
LOUIS POLICEMEN GO WOMAN IN SEINE FROM OHIO MISS ANTHONY MUCH WORSE tile proposition
turbances existing in Russia.
Canada and the mother country has tion. Ha referred to the presidential
of the board of dlrec announced that the summer port for message as a "very remarkable docuAmerican companies who are doing
tots,
to
issue
additional
$10,000,000
large business in Russia suffered conwill be Quebec, and not ment," and said that but for the prescommon stock, which Is to be offered these vessels
Montreal,
at
siderable loss last year owing to the Three Life Insurance Officers Were Masked Men
least
such time as sure to proceed with the statehood
Entered Bank Near Court in Texas Declares Dealing to the shareholders at par at the rate there Is a channel until
way from bill, he would ask to be heard at this
fact that so many of their policy holdall
the
rf ten per cent on their holdings. Quebec to Montreal, thirty feet deep.
time.
ers were killed in riots and as there
Indicted
by
mere
no
the
Grand
Spokane,
Is
Wrecking
In
Building.
doubt
the
to
that
be
stockhold
Futures
Patterson then addressed the senMere
seems to be but little prospect of an
announcement
a
Is
serious
This
ers will approve of the plan submit blow to Montreal, while in Quebec it ate on tho statehood bill, speaking In
improvement of the situation in the
Jury Today.
Secured $1,700.
ted by tlio board of directors.
Gambling.
near future, they found it necessary
has aroused the hope that,, with the opposition to the passage of the house
coming of a larger type of vessel, the bill. He devoted his attention almost
to suspend their business until further
INTERESTING CASE ARE
promi- exclusively to that portion of the bill
port will regain its
notice.
Washington, I). C, March 8. Pres
providing for Joining New Mexico
New York, March 8. A mutiny in
Caldwell, Idaho, March 8. Owing
dredging
18'J7
nence.
In
of
tho
work
ident Roosevelt has removed from of- - which one life was lost
FILED IN DISTRICT COUR
and Arizona, aud contended that Arito misunderstanding between Sheriff
e
DOMINION PARLIAMENT
occurred
Quebec
to
Montreal
from
channel
the
John D. Ollphant, registrar; J. A. ' day
as now bounded
Nichols and Warden J. M. Whitney
IS OPENED IN OTTAWA. Trotter,
to a depth of thirty feet was taken zona
" bar1 ,hM B,ear,"'r Masachu-cler- the
right to ultimate statehood.
receiver, and 1. .1. Chapman.
prisoners
in
under
indictment
C.
J.
BALDRIDGE
govC.
VS.
F.
up
by
Dominion
MYERS
In
earnest
the
Ottawa, Ont., March 8. The dominof the land office at Mangum, KtUs. which was lying at a dock in
Senator Patterson's Speech.
with the assassination of
W. 8. BOWEN'S COMPLAINTS,
ernment and since that time $8.n0,000
ion parliament will be opened this Ukla., for irregularities in conducting Brooklyn. James Slocum, a fireman, connection
He expressed the opinion that Ariformer
Governor
Kteunenberg,
were
spent
is
on it. It
believed
has been
afternoon by Earl Grey, governor gen- the business of the office.
Several interesting cases were filed that the work can bo accomplished zona and New Mexico were not 'prewas killed during" a revolver battle on not brought here this morning, for
eral of the Dominion of Canada. The
pared for separate statehood, and he
in
'
the
court
district
u
C.
yesterday.
J.
tutt'a
,M".lt,
"
in two seasons or less, and that by contended that the country
the steamer's decks, In which the ?rra g"Tnt'
session is about three monihs late. TEN REMOVALS MADE
is in
Haldrldge
brings
an
against
'
'
action
C "
"
Ijiwrence
1W17
will honor bound to observe a compact
vessel's firemen were ranged on one Mo
the St.
the end of
The reason which was given for the
"t m s
CDfMIl DAI I Y.
Haywood
Myers
er.
Charles
Pettlbone,
for
aud
3Si.45
and
n,i
,.f
sbi
have a clear channel of thirty feet at
mn,in, .h,
'
delay was, that time was required to
"
"
Bra will be arraigned later. The costs, he alleging that A. L. Morgan low water from Montreal to the har-lio- r made when the territory of Arizona
St. Louis. Mo., March
Two
ser study the evidence received by the geants
was created.
grand
wifl
jury
in
the
contractor,
remain
purchased
session
here
eight
lumber
and
patrolmen
and
were
to
crew. The mutiny had been brewing
at Quebec, and that In the straight
tariff commission and to prepare -e day suspended
Patterson gave an interesting ac
until
validity
supplies
the
of
from
indictments
the
him
this
for
amount
depolice
from
the
stiice the steamer left Cardiff. Fehm- - is passed uoon bv
reaches tho channel will in no spot count of the nurrow escape New Mex- revised schedules which will be sub- partment by Acting
is
courts.
tho
It
for
which
Myers
good,
went
Myers
Chief
Police
of
ary 5, the firemen complaining of IlilnluJ tt. .,f.c. ....tin .V... In.lin.
bo less lhan 450 feet broad, widening Co had from becoming a state when
mitted to parliament in the budget Gillespie, pending charges
MgnliiK papers to this
effect. The out to 750 feet at the bends. Such a! Colorado
of grafting.
The crew, however, sided with ,,.,
,., ,...,....
speech.
was admitted in 187.
li is understood, however, ii is (.am, wnicn win lormaiiv
thH
,hl.
plaintiff
alleges
Myers
prehas
that
since
oe
i
hc.n hi accused members of the Western refused to settle.
channel will be sufficient for the new
At inut time Patterson
was the
that there were, otaer causes for the ferred against them before the polico the nmcnm i,
morning, after some of the firemen Federation, will ask time
Canadian Pacific railroad steamers, deli'gato to congress from Colorado,
delay, and that they arose out of the board.
move
for
to
Ki'iuile
Jaffa,
Walter
and
of
firm
the
men
The
were until recently; had spent the night ashore.
which are of 1 4.500 tonnage, but the and Senator Elkins was the delegate
differences in view among the parliaa quashing of the itidlctmemts before of Jaffa Bros., grocers, have filed
duty in the central district, where
probabilities are that by the time from New Mexico. Bills for the admentary suppcrters of the government on
the
pleas.
enter
defendants
121X4
claim
of
costs,
with
against
the
'
grand
Jury
making
investiga-is
an
OHIO TOWN NOW CLAIMS
the channel is completed, still larger mission of both were passed by the
on the question of changes in the duCordova,
rt
l!ol.
supplies
for
charges
of grafting.
WOMAN FOUND IN SEINE.
vessels will be built. It would seem house and amended la the senate.
ties, the high expenditure, and the tion into
MISS ANTHONY'S CONDITION
Waiter S. Bowen, of the Equitable that the Canadian government will Whilo held
at tho speaker's
desk.
filling of the ministerial vacancies. A
Ohio, March 8. Mrs.
Cincinnati,
if,- - Assurance company, has tiled acMUCH
CONSIDERED
GRAVER.
have to spend many millions more be- Burrows, now senator from Michigan,
great deal of difficulty was experi- LIFE INSURANCE HEADS
Geachy
body i
Kthel
whose
Itrown.
dead
1,.
Oar-Ha- .
U,
Stern,
tions
Manuel
tirainst
INDICTED BY GRAND JURY. was taken from thn river Kein
Rochester. N. V., March 8. Reports
the day enmeg when vessels as made an eloquent speech, which enin
enced in bringing the liberal members
Charles (i. Trtijill,), Ratael Tlx-i-r- fore
large as the Cedrlc or Baltic will be raged the democrats. Elkins was the
New York, March 8. Three Indict- - jRrj8 yesterday, was a native of Pay- from the bedside of Susan B. Aninto line and even now it is believed
G.
Dolores
Martinez
thony,
J with
and John teen in Montreal.
Is
pneumonia, are
first to congratulate Burrows, and as
that there may be some trouble, when ments against the officers of the Mu- - etuville, Ohio, from which place she not so who
encouraging today, and tho (iandirt for sums ranging from $LT,
During the present session of parlia a iiiiiilsliment the democrats nrevent- some of the important questions shall tual Reserve Life Insurance compauy removed with her parents about t wen- eymptoms
up
J
It
to
alis
". The defendants,
will be made to in ed the passage of the New Mexican
ment an
were handed down by the grand Jury ty years ago to some unknown place. recovery. cause grave doubts of her leged, iiiuk
come to a voU
out po'ieiis with the com- dure the effort
government to bill, while allowing ( olorado to
dominion
Many important matters will come today. Those Indicted are Frederick Identification was made by a clue
gave
pany
promissory notes to
and
Patterson concluded
provisions for the deepening cme a state.
Hurnham, president;
Georso 1.
here today.
st for consideration In the session A.
premiums
inand the life
inert the
TlXAS COURT OF APPF.ALS
and widening of the channel between that if New Mexico was ready for
of parliament which opens today. The ICldridge, first vice president, and
surance,
Is
alleged, re- Montreal and Quebec
and then, it
statehood thirty years ago. It was
KNOCKS FUTURE DEALERS.
mos-- t
important to the commercial and George llurnliam, Jr., second vice . BANK ROBBERS SECURE
they
i ins anecaoie
was rereaiiy now.
Dallas-- , Tex., Marcli 8. The court fused " meet the notes when
j
industrial Interests of the dominion president.
LARGE BOOTY AT SPOKANE.
late, by Patterson in reply to the
or civil appeals at A :tin, yesterday, imitupu.'.r-n- In addition to the notes DENIES HAVING BEEN INIs the tariff question, which will un8.
Spokane. Wash
March
Three
Mr. Bow en seeks fj foi
charge which Patterson said had been
thentM
a Stal blow to .
doubtedly occupy the atemlon of REPORTS REACH HERE
j masked
men broke into the Inland "ave wnat I'K1
frequently made that bo was respon-- i
st at lo per cent per annum
parliament for a considerable time.
AS
PUBLISHED
TERVIEWED
Cunningham.
bank at
In t lie same
sible for the election of President
It is believed that the urgent dcaw'
OF POSTOFFICE ROBBERY miles wet of Spokane, early today. V"
Hayes by his assurance thut if Colo- '"Vn
NorrU
emands of the merchants and
H'
L"''ani1HP.VORGANIZATION
R.
STATE
OF
Barker, who sleeps la
Hanker W.
who ra(' should be admitted that time it
A. .1. Mitchell the attorney,
r'',lJV'1'
of Canada will be, to a great
'nant,Hlit'.'1
bound,
PENNSYLVANIA
ELKS, has offices In the First National bank olectoral vote would be cast for the
and the safe
,'
the bank, was
e.vtt nt, recognized and the new tariff POSTOFFICE AT NOGAL ENTERED blown open. The Inllding was wreck- - "l?
.V" ,u,",s;!"' '! buy futures, ,.arr,..i ltr. a.. March
emphatically denies an in- - democratic candidate, whereas the
AND SAFE ROBBED
will contain ma erial increases lu the
OF CON.l(.(l bv the exo'osioii. and soim money noeging tnat l.( nun h ut not sold ac tl:i II "I members of the Benevolent building iii,iH.Mi-inI,, it,,, oinmiw of publican votes were In majority In tho
cording
to
......
filed
a
or.icrs.
Ani
duties of manufactured goods.
:v,.
t
robdestroyed
el
TENTS SAFE LOCK WRECKED, in the safe was
The
Order of F.Iks in thlwt,10 Albuauernue Fakir Journal, a-c- nt'w state.
'
n.eney
eoViter
suit
..
nut
on
for
m
other matter which will bo considered
geciire-r preventatives
;i, eluding
l.rrs
about $l."oo.
of credited to him.
House.
margins. T;:o rour' dismissed tin
Is u;e problem of dealing with usurers.
Advices received in this citv today
ludun in Pennsylvania,
"And. furthermore." added Attorney ' Washington, D. C. March 8 The
case, savint; that j' was gambling, nearly!. ev.-rThe matter has been brought to the state that the po.stoflk-- at Nogal. n.: CHILD SEVERELY BURNED
m i
ere today fur the purpose of A'. J. Mitchell, "I never was a garbage house, on meeting today, agreed to
The effect of th"
ision is that ti.nr.i;:
attention of parliament several times .n., a small si anon on tne capitaii
organization.
contractor or city scavenger in my a resolution calling on the Secretary
money in oi.j.rl et a the plan Us to bring The
BY PLAYING WITH MATCHES neither bid,. tliii o'; ct
but no praciical scheme was over branch of the Kl Paso & Northeastern
the life. I have ne ver given out any In- - ' h'ato for the reiKirt of Herbert W.
Texas on deals In a: "ii futures.
mo, vert to cult) tue oppressive tactics railreiud, was entered by robbers, who
Pierce on the condition of the
vaii it bulge's in the state In closer terviews on the subject knowing ah- r tn
wr,
and stablihh closer relations t,uT!el
nothing about the garbage American consulates in the orient,
NOT THOUGHT FATA- L- DANCE FOR AMATEUR
CHMlTnro
' WOUNDS
seu,
a
similar
Mi,lliut
the
an attempt to re
ami especially at snangnui.
Kiks of Pennsylvania. business, and my garbage incineratl.etttc n
CHILD RESTING EASY TODAY.
NEW YORK SPRINTERS A III"!!. t!.o.-- e pre.-en-i
to that which was adopted l,y the lock the safe. Th pes' master 'ate- On motion of Moudell ,,, Wyoming
are some of the ing plant is a Welsh rarebit dream of
i
a,
Brooklyn,
V..
parii.im-iiN.
March
yeaio BUuiat mere was a large- amount or'
t t r aiinei'.t
lirin.n
6. Th
members of tbe order some reporter. Kindly deny the pur- the irrigation fund was relieved from
$.'00,000 of charges for the irrigation
Jersey divisions ... the U'e,
as the result of a searching inquiry inniev in the safe, but that owiiiir to', fine i.f the uniM to be regretted Be .ew York and X
ported interview for me."
project for the Pima Indians on the
by a commission. It. gives the courts the condition of the lock he bus been clients in the i'.nnais or the city oc- - of the Century K":i i lub of America
yesterday in ihe afternoon nt v lit hold n herb- - f homo trainer ' CIVIL WAR VETERANS
power to go bark of any transaction unable to open the safe and ase er- - urn-fiila river reservation.
COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY
DEDICATE MONUMENT,
the payment or exorbitant tain the amount stolen. l.'p to a late"''e home of .Mr and Mrs. j. it. I ol.'.i. eyrie races In
Hon with their
V
Play Written by Root's Niece.
Interest and to adjudge as to what is hour this afternoon the marshal's of s:,:' North Kiah'h street. Their little p.n:mal l a!! in Ki .uwilten hall tonight.
HILL MEET MARCH 10
lie, Mss.. March 8. Uover
M, l.ane and
staff and a large
flee ln this city had not
Baltimore. Md., March 8. "Mozart's
fair and right.
notified 2 year old child wa p!a liig in a room - It U expected that nil the local and'
f r!ll
t wn
war vet ran s from
unjoining w ni re n s nun aer was worn- out-oRomance," a new play written by Ivy
amateur stars will com- - :':.:
A meeting of the county commis
4 ' ot the burglary.
ing, and in some manner unknown to peie. Including those of the National! Ne ai nea
i;
tnis sioners of Bernalillo county has been Ash'on Root, a niece of Secretary of
.
Alhl.-tl,I
.
..
v.
W1,,.t-.,nan-ntihV
r,
SCHWAB
a
of
box
NOT
liobl
will
i,,v.
e..t
ofn,'.
li
..... t
this afternoon dedi- clli..,i hv chairman Alfred
SFBiniltl
.it,
v.
4 POSTMASTER HOPKINS
State Eiihu Root, will be given its
U J
v.UU.
" ' t Ull-lHampshire battle mon- - for sa'urday morning. .March 10th, At first performance under the managesi
IS EASILY CONFIRMED.
team, t!
Parkway Ath
4
e
aimt. llavinu CALIFORNIA. matcnes. In liet utile one s urtssraugnt
who
Kansas City, Mo., March 8. A
was letic club, ttu. C ut y Koal Club
National Military park. Ju ol.ock
re the mother,
and
u:i'.' t.t
Important business will ment .f Frank I.. I'erley in this city
citisi-t- s
(patch from Hutchinson says the train attracted by the baby's screams, sociation and many
::i;
ol a lliarb.e (...n,,. i,1.f.,re the commissioners ill tonight. As the title implies the great
Special to The Kvcnlng Citizen.
cycle clubs, Tne ::
of
s
M.
Charles
Schwab passed through j could extinguish the (lames, its stomJoseph T. Hall, u i and Ben Hill, si: a:
Washington. D. C, March
l.,i..ic proportions and; l;this meeting, among the things to.le composer of the "Magic Flute" U the
a- that place a few minutes after 8 aeh, breast and chin was severely I Kith of Newark, 'adrains headquarters, discussed being the question of b-- a'r central figure of the play. Howard
two of New
The senate la'e yeste rday, in exo'clock today, and quotes Mr. Schwab: but not thought fatally burned.
'Jersey's crack cpr.i rs, will repreprigram has been pre- pairs for the Corralles bridge 41 Kyle will play the part of M 7art.
ecutive session, confirmed the
.!:
as saying that lie was feeling fine.!
- dedication ceremony. the repairing of th" Alameda dyits It Is the intention of Mr. I'eriey to
The physician sunineiiir,! applied sent ih( New J
nomination of R. W. Hopkins,
state division.
The conductor of the train said that soothing ha! sa in s to ih' wounds, mid while Harrv
4. (rovornir Pennypacker
in the office
i-- r
'
as his own sticce-sso- r
and Herman tm Man
that they may be In the best of Qp give to the play a two weeks' trial in
t Schwab
hud not been
una will ehHiicate 'he titilon prior to the regular spring rise ttiis city and then taU it f ir a Ions
seriously ill this afternoon 'h child was resting Liud will repivsi
the New York of I', i.n- of Albuquerque postmaster.
' i s;:,ce leaving Los Angeles.
easy.
'ot the waters in the JUo Grand.
la'tle monument.
division.
run to New Ycrk.
I'etll. ii'. .I

Paris, March 8. The government
linds Itself without a ministry at the
Harbor of Papeete, Island of Tahiti, the Principal Town In the Society
culmination stage of the Moroccan
Islands, Where About 1,000 Whites Live. This place was Inundated.
statement,
conference. A
fays: "The ministerial crisis does
New Zealand and San Francisco. Its about twelve miles wide. It consists
not affect the Trench policy at the
population Is aliout 10,000. It nas a of two huge volcanic peake. with a
very prosperous colony of Caucaslcns, fringe of lowland around each, conconference."
v.mostly French. There are Germans, nected by a valley, formbig an island,
t
t
This is designed, it ia thought,
English, Americans, and some Chi- shaped much like tho figure eight.
chiefly to warn Germany not to take
nese besides. Its commerce Is mainly Moorea Is also a volcanic peaked isladvantage of the situation; but the
with San Francisco, to which it sends and, but the others of ' tie group are
hiatus
fact Is that the ministerial
j
fruit and cocoanuts. Papeete Is the low lying.
confuses matters and threatens the
f
chief town, with 5,000 population,
agreement which otherwise might be
The low archipelago consists of the
French. The streets are named Tuamotu islands, of corl formation,
reached today.
after the principal boulevardB of Paris, many being uninhablteiL
The vtte In the chamber of depuTho total
such as Rue de Petit Bolougne and area is a!out 400 miles knd toe total
ties last night resulting in the defeat
Rivoll.
Rue
tie
and
It
has
six
schools
government
resignation
of the
and the
population before tho storm was 700.
four Catholic and two Protestant mis- The Inhabitants
of the cabinet, also requires the govwtre i Polynesians,
group
of
are
sions.
Other
the
islands
ernment to temporize with the church
and most of them liad been converted
Ta'iiaa,
Moorea,
in1,500;
Ralatea
and
maniftstants, who are becoming
Tho principal town
to Christianity.
,
2,300; Huahine, 1,300, and
creasingly demonstrative.
President
and port was Fakarava. ; H'he Tuamotu
v
800
population.
railleries today began a. series of
islands were annexed by Franco In
relative to the forma- Type of Natives of vhe Society Islands.
consultations
Tnhitl is thirty-fivmiles long nnd 1S81.
tion of a new ministry.
ary, 1 903. Again, hundreds of me In
CHANGE OF MINISTRY MAY
dolent, smiling, naked Polynesians
CONFUSE THE CONFERENCE. who lolled among the feathery foliAlgeciras, March 8. The ministe- age and flowers fringing tun extinct
rial crisis in Paris caused profound volcanoes of the South sas have
astanishment among the delegates ot scattered corpses over the waters
the powers attending the conference. like so many drowned flies.
prevails that the
The impression
The greatest effect of the storm
fvent is deplorable and may possibly was In the Society islands and the:
prove disastrous to French diplomacy. low archipelago,
about 3,600 miles
The dtlegates, however, refuse to southwest of San Francisco and over
i
to that effect. 2,000 miles east of south of Hawaii,
commit themselves
Previous to the receipt of the news, and about that much northeast of
the tone of discouragement had dis- Auckland.
appeared and the work of rappronch-men- t
Tahiti, the largest of the Society,
was proceeding wlth feverish group, has a fine harbor and Is a
activity.
The conference this morn- stopping place on the route between
A Native House in the Society Islands.
ing resumed the discussion of the po,
lice question.
semi-offici-
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Colorado
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The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business
WE HAVE THE STOCK

Her you'll And
what you've been

WE DELIVER GOODS

looking

PROMPTLY

we compound

.2ic:m:

WE MAKE THE
WE REMEDY

:

for.

One cent per word, each
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

RIGHT

Marysville, O., March

8.

Some

j

In-

teresting facts have become known
In regard to the wedding in Penfleia

MASWll0N0R"

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEV

Capital and Surplus

I have property in
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque property.
Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.

steno-

WANTEI Typewriting nnd
graphic work. Miss Blackall. The
..Y-'
FACTION IM
Alvaraoo,
WANT 10 1) Girl for general house-work- .
Mrs. Jnmeg F. Hrown, 112
N'or h Walter street.
experienced
by
Hewing
WANTED
dressmaker by the day, or at. her
home. 930 South Third street.
B. H. BRIGGS & CO.
ANTED Gent icinen'a second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
Props ALVARADO PHARMACY 9
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
First St. and Gold Ave.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Both Phones X WANTED Men In each state to
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
KOOOOOOOOC1PXKOOOC0
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
iyAfl
LUUOt
Atlas block, Chicago.
AT ESTANCIA
FOR RENT.
d

r

Montezuma Trust Co

4

TO EXCHANGE

WANTED.

AN.' "SATIS-:-

THREE-QUARTER-

13c.

DANK INSTITUTIONS
4 4 4 f
4
MEXICO

s

Make your wants
known ttirougn
these columns.

In-

sertion,

fr

8, 1906.

$100,000

Citizen Ads Will Reach Them

WITH

MATRIMONY CHAINS
CURIOUS LOVE STORY EXTENDTHROUGH
ING
OF A CENTURY.

THURSDAY, MARCH

Albuquerque Evening Citizen
COLUMNS
POPULAR -- WANT

SOME OF THE
ADVANTAGES

NEVER TOO OLD FOR

a favor by notlfrlnc ui
ilatfltwi will nnfrr
Saanadiataly on any non-d- g lirary of th papw.
Vll hrttera and rvmittanma ahould be addnwrt to
CoiiraNT. Draft,
T
CmuN ruausHiNO pni
money order
ahacka. poatorTIc and
nut b mad payabl to Uv ordar of the
wwapany.
OUR

I

ENTHUSIASM AMONG
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS.
Altoona, Pa., March 8. The annual
convention of the School Superintendents of Pennsylvania opened here
today with a largo nnil enthusiastic
attendance. The convention will last
three days and promises to lie highly
Inn rest inn. The meetings are held lu
the auditorium of the new High school
building. Among the Important topics, which will he considered by the
convention, are: -- "Manual Training
Reasons for Pupils
In the Grades,"
Leaving High School and Remedies,"!
and Training of Inexperienced Teachers." Among the prominent educa-tor- s
who will address the convention
are Dr. Frank McMurray of Columbia
university; Dr. William E. Chancellor
or Paterson, N. J.; State Superlnten
dent N. C. Shaeffer and Dr. O. W.
of Allegheny and many others.1
At the final session of tho convention
of Friday the question of planning a
model course jf Instruction will be
considered. '

y

at Paatafllt far tranamWVwi thrvuc

OOOOOOOOOOPOOOOCOOC

willing to permit an other trial, the
oppose.
overseers w ill

CITIZEN

EVENING

j

it

Money to Loan
Organs. Horses

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

4f444,44,444,

4

4

it

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Furalture, Pianos,
Wagons and other Chattels;

On

also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 110.00 and a high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given, oooae i
main In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamshln tickets to and from all
parts ol the worm.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
31S West Railroad Aie.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

township. In this county, of Captain
Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
'
Samuel Kuhns and Mrs. Sarah CrawAccounts Capital, $150,000.00.
ford, Doth over 100 years old, who
were sweet nearis io years
taln Kuhns first met the lady of his
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
man.
heart when he was a young
SOLOMON LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
studying law In Springfield, 111. There PROMOTERS OF PROJECT WERE TOyCkfA tBHtTTimIsT,'wit nbath
at 207 fcortb Fifth street. Maynard
he met Miss Jackcfi. a daughter of
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solo-E- .
AT SANTA FE AND ARE ACTRe- Andrew Jackson and a relalve of
Gunsul.
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O.
RANCH
New York
FINE
Cromwell.
IVELY AT WORK.
Abraham Lincoln. They fell In love
FOR RENT New, 5 room, modern
One mile from Postofflce.
per
Porterfield
$18
with each other, but Kuhns had not
month.
house.
Dr. John. L. Norris, J. K. I.asscter
to Old Custom
Co., 110 West Gold avenue.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
then enough Income to support a wife.
citi14 ACRES
The Mexican war came and Kuhns and G. H. Van Stone, well known
Four,
five
and
RENT
rOR
In
Santa
cntisteii na a nrlvate. He returneu zens of Estancia, who were
ALFALFA
V. H. McMilllon, real es
houses.
No Stars.
a visit to
with a captain's commission after tne Fe Monday evening, paid
LARGE ORCHARD
tate dealer, 211 West Gold avenue.
1, A. F. and A.
lodge
No.
Montezuma
war.
HOUSE
brick
Kt
uiuiiiuijr mumm... FOR RENT A four room
at me
nrevunt ed nis
rirniinuiutiMa
street, close
on
First
house,
North
Inter-alodge.
are
They
the
cation
of
was
there
that
and besides
FOOTBALL GETS REPRIEVE marriage
In. Call at Rankin & Co.'s, or at
estrangement between him and his ested In the Institution of a new lodge
Just the place for a Sanitarium or
R17 North First street.
Estancia,
the
Masonry
in
Free
of
war
broke
Civil
sweetheart. When the
a
home place.
RENT Light, airy, furnished
cut. Captain Kuhns went to the front.' the growing county seat of Torrance FOR
Must be sotd at once.
'
house,
Roosevelt
room
at
the
front
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
regulations
county.
the
of
Under
the
at
Navy Yard Commandants arc fought in the terrific assaults
309 V4 West
or
by
month.
day,
week
Mexico,
New
nine
lodge
grand
of
of
taking
Fredericksburg, wis at the
Railroad avenue.
nJid with Sherman on the ter masons in good standing are
PORTERFIELD CO.,
Angry Over Reduced
members for FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats,
Offlcera and Directors.
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
io the sea. He was twrce Im quired to become acharter
$15;
lodge.
$5
to
rooms,
There
ty
from
new
of
one
three
t'.ie
Institution
from
Released
In Libby.
R.AYNOLD3
S.
prisoned
JOSHUA
President
Appropriations.
also furnished tent. Apply to Mrs.
M. W. FLOURNOY
prison, without occupation or career, are about twenty Master Masons In
Vice President
of
majority
street,
end
524
east
present,
a
John
Norris,
and
FRANK McKEB
work and conveyancing.
Cashier
ho heard that his sweetheart was Estancia at
Notarial
viaduct.
R. A. FROST. ,
Assistant Cashier
Stricken to the heart he of these have signified their Intention
married.
MEET
new
TEACHER
of
the
members
tNTHUSIASTIC
II. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
wandered for manv vears and finally to become charter
FOR SALE.
settled In Columbus. He never mar lodge. The necessary steps In the or
tn
early
an
at
FOR SALE One saddle mare, cheap.
ried, but cherished in silence the ganization will be taken
U. S. DEPOSITORY.
. j
o
CD
J. W. McQuado, 234 North Walter
Philadelphia. Pa.. March 8. In con- memory or his only love. :oi. itns date and a petition to the grand mas
c
who
Mexico,
3D
ter of ho order in New
street.
$500,000.40
5
Authorized Capital
nection with the 2'iOth anniversary of ago, at a reunion of army veterans.
Mrs. Sarah Crawford, a widow tne is James O. Fitch, of Socorro, will FOR SALE All lots in Coroiiada
and
Benjamin
Franklin
$250,000.10
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
of
birth
early
the
L. McSpadden, 300 South
T.
Miss Jackson of fifty years ago and be prepared and presented at an
Place.
in commemoration of the. great
Broadway.
Captain Kuhns were formally lntro-,i- . date. The master and the wardens
ai . O '
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
to
Franklin rendered
a. h,.r eves fell noon his face of the new ledge will be designated SELL, RENT OR TRADE iisi your
ouu
Masonry in the Inlteu Stales, the she save a hysterical cry and fell into and will have to pass an examination
property
.Mcspaauen,
L.
T.
with
A
fairness.
nnd
ormo
Tho we.iillnn- was nuleklv for competency
riran.i l ottire nf Masons of this city
OS
South Broadway.
PI "0
vo., .mnfPi in tnterestine exhibl- nroncr hall will then be securer!, and
..r.runumu nerfoi-mej ,i
A good busiFOR SALE OR TRADE
'
obtained.
paraphernalia
necessary
Masonic
the
at
the
relics
a few days eg?.
tion of Franklin
L.
T.
property.
ocity
ness
for
was opened last
The name of t'lie new Masonic nouy
which
emrtn
tO
300 South Broadway.
3
lodge.
open
the
to
will
be
Estancia
will
sPI
remain
evening and
post;
.
FOR"
SALE Indian i lading
TO CARRY
public until April 23. A committee, GOVERNMENT
business
a
paying
good
location and
z
consisting of John Wannamaker, Dr.
Mrs Ttamhlni. at her parlors, No.
OUT IRRIGATION
T? L. McSpadden, 300 South Broad
O
avenue, is pre
20'J West Railroad
Samuel W. Ijitta. Charles L. Lock-wooway.
'
Julius F. Sachse, William D.
oared to nive thorough scalp treat- Register and Gen- THE PEOPLE OF CARLSBAD ARE ment. do hair dressing, treat, corns FOR SALE Furniture and household
Mcllroy, J. Lay-tocoeds for sale. Call at 701 West
New Mexico
ol
PP.imr.INfi IN THE CERTAINTY hmiinna and tncrowlng npils. She.
eral lAMiis Wagner was instrumental
CARDS
Copper av7 nue, from 9 to 11 a. m.
PROFESSIONAL
SUPPLY OF KiVes massage treatment nnd manlcur-WATEROF A BOUNTIFUL
in collecting a remarkably large and
except Sundays
ling. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
comprehensive collection of Franklin
$100,000 00
Capital Paid In
During the exhibition the
'of complexion cream builds up the FOR SALE Furniture, also swing
DENTISTS.
relics.
17,000 00
Surplus
Profits
and
dressmakers
and
Mr.
ing minor
Carlsbad, N. M . March 8. To B. M. gktn anj improves the complexion,
relics will be In tiie custody of
401
North
:
cutting
table.
large
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
George E. Rupp, the librarian ol the Hall, reclamation service, Carlsbad, N. an(j
a guaranteed not to be Injuri-M.Fifth street.
Dental Surgeon.
gi,0 ago prepares a. hair tonic
Masonic temple, who was instruThe secretary authorizes the re- - oua
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
&
mental in securing the collection of pair and reconstruction of the Pecos tnat Pures and prevents dandruff and vnn sale (Hieui). Fairbanks
15 and 16, Grant block, over
Rooms
power gasoline en the Gdlden Rule Dry Goods company,
Morse
system by f;rce account. natr falling out; restores life to dead
"Washington relics during the celebra- irrlgatlr-Vice President; J. B.
O. N. M ARROX, President; Wm. FARR,
gine. suitable for Rmall pumping Both 'phones. Appointments made by
tion of the birthday of the Father of Payment for the canal system to be nar; jemoves moles, warts and
McDONALD,
Assistant Cashier;
Roy
Cashier;
HERNDON,
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
when title is perfected.
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, a
mall.
the Country.
good
F. H. STRONG,
WEINMAN,
I.
A.
DYE,
J.
pile
MIERA,
A.
A
A.
E.
and
OR
cure
TRADE
NEWELL.
pimple
SALE
(Signed)
FOR
cure
The Franklin exhibition contains
and
freckle
Edmund J. Alaer. D. D. S.
are
11 of these
preparations
8
Schumaker piano. A bargain
JAY A. HUBBS and D. 11. CARNS.
many rare and extremely interesting
Such was the wording of the tele- - cure
Office
avenue.
30S
Railroad
No.
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
relics In the form of books, records, gram from the depar ment of interior jinrely vegetable compounds. Have
m.;
p.
1:30
m..
12:30
to
a.
8:30
documents and instruments, which at at Washington, which has reached just added a vibrator maclilne for FOR SALE Small stock merchandise hours.
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
one lime were in the personal posses- Carlsbad, N. M.. bringing gladness to treatment of scalp, face, and cure ofat a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, dUO polutments
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
by mall
made
rhetimahad
county
who
nroadway
Franklin.
for
Benjamin
South
used
sion of
wrinkles. It is also
the citizens of that
massage.
grown weary from waning and whu tism, pains and
FOR SALE A hanusome Hardman
LAWYERS.
RETURN OF
piano. In fine condition and almost
had felt, the pangs of disappointment
bustget
the
will
want
ad
A
t
Itself
Citizen
partlcu
CUSTOM OF NO STARS. whf,
For
Bernard S. Rodey.
conviction fastened
th
new, at a bargain.
txDOwOeowCOwOwC
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquerue
lars, rail at this office,
New York, March 8 Herr Heln-- up n them that the irrigation scheme ness. Try one.
ESTABLISHED 1871 L
RELIABLE"
OLD
0
all
given
to
attention
Prompt
M.
I'ecos nrigauon
FOR SALE A uood paying hotel in N.
rich Conried, the director of the a.ot- attempted by the undertaking
profession
too
to
pertaining
CARDS
the
PROFESSIONAL
ropolltan Opera lionse and owner of company was an
small town. T. L. McSpadden, Juu business
L.
Will practice In all courts of the terri- 5
South Broadway.
the famous livin.? Place theater, has Kreat for the resources of private
United State
the
UNDERTAKER.
decided not to part with tbe inner, enterprise
Kent SALE $23,000 raucu at a bar tory aud before
Rver since word was received in
Two months ago it was stated on gjod
gain; will take small property in land office.
Colo. Red 115.
the Argus, Auto, "phone lfi.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
authority that Hurtif & Seamou were October of last year." says goverument
Ira M. Bona.
BORDERS,
A.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 P street
"t.iat the United Sates
negotiating with Mr. Conried for
talk with V. L. McSpadden, 303
City Undertaker.
Hroadway.
of the Irving Place theater bad decided to purchase the plant
South
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
BlackUuildimc.
company.
Commercial Club
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
and that the negotiations had almost of the Pecos irrigation
FOR SALE A good general mercban
and white hearse, $5.
reached the clinching point. It seems, above telegram ; r one o. similar imgrocery business, with meat letter patents, trade marks, claims.
dise
and
o
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Orocerli
however, tnat at the last moment, Mr. port has been almost aauy expcun-umarket included, and buildings for
R. W. D. Bryan.
DR. R. L. HUST,
In tbe Southwest.
Conried changed his mind and decided' Long has been the waiting, but parent.
Innnire. M. Dragole, auu
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
tient, and uncomplaining has been the
Bldg.
not to sell ou
North Broadway.
Armljo
T.
N.
National
Office.
Office,
M.
nue.
First
N.
In an interview regarding bis plans demanor of those so vitally interested.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan; Bank building.
Tuberculosis treated with
AND
"The news of the order for the
concerning the Irving Place house
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
Electrical Current and Geracby
E. W. Dobson.
force
work
beginning
of
the
there
the
day
future
Mr. Conried said: "In
location in city; a
given each
building:
"Treatments
best
micide.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm
ALBUQUERUE. N. M.
RAILI DAD AVENUE
will be no stars at the Irving Place count when received, spread wita from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
line business proposition. Reason well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
theater, but 1 shall follow out the old rapidity. The streets wire filled with in attendance. Both "phones.
for selling, poor health. Address,
IOOOI
imltcy of the house by trying to have people. Bells were rung, anvils awoke
F. J.. thisofflee
ARCHITECTS.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
every number of the s ock company a the ech:es of hill and valley, giving
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
f7TkSALE-$70will buy equity in
a
of
feelings
up
pent
reperlong
building
vent io the
star. During next season the
on the best ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett
residence
t
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
despondent people."
Both 'phones.
toire rf the company will be the
in the city, wiil rent for $45 Albuquerque, N.'M.
street
Institute.
Parisian
of
means
does,
Graduate
it
as
coming
Thie ordor.
the taeaters of Germany afford.
leaving tov.v. F. L
owner
NOTARY PUBLIC
month;
latest
The
E FILL
in
city.
York
New
of
33.
Late
will
ion
const
met
I wish it understood that the Irvins that 'he work of
McSpadden. 303 Sout'n Brrarlway.
and up to date
at an early date, and that it win vi ientific appliance
. D. Maddison,
K
Trios
Place theater is not in the market."
firt-ciaaRIGHT
ilouble-br
A
fo- - treating the hair, face F'UR SALE
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
t PRESCRIPTIONS
On the return of Dr. Ludwig Fulda. be pushed as rapidly as conditions will methods
shotgun; bran new Office with W. B. Childers, 117
aad
reled,
"It means," says the Aigus a.U scalp. Complexion steaming
nvenue.
Cold
the famous German writer aud drama piruiit..
never baa been used; one of th
stabili y, perniMaii ncy and l.Uarhing; manicuring and shampoo
203 W. Ratfroad Ave.
tist, who Is now pn a trip through the e
At Consistent Prices
water
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
automatic
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
ics. Electrolytic
western states. Herr Conried will give success. It means for the farmer, for massage.
avenue.
flee for particulars
013
West Hold
the lower Pee s valley,
a performance of "The Twin Sister,"is Carlsbad, for
A. L. Morgan.
FOR SALE Tho oldest and best esL
the same tiling bat the government Auto phone 279.
1o celebrate Dr. Fulda's visit.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACtablished candy kitchen and ice
are
xpected that the author will deliver stamp on the dollar means stability.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
ice ciuiin parlor in Albuquerque. TOR AND BUILDER Estimates solicwork
a short address after the first act It means thai the farmer occupying
Job
furnished;
cheerfully
st.veet,
Second
South
211
Call
at
tne canal can rest conJ. R. Farwell,
of the play. Dr. Fulda is nt w.ik lands undi rknowledge
ited. Automatic phone, 721; shop at
and investigate.
that be will alAND CHICAGO LUMBER
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
on a new drama in blank verse while tent In the
Hll North Second street, Albuquer
Grocery
and
FOR SALE $1,800.
lecturing in this country and expects ways have water for ih. proper irriua
que.
M.
N.
SHERMAN-WILLIAMBUILDING
PAPER
PAINT
Alvart
exceptionally
Mnrkci. This is tin
It means that the
DRS. wTh. & J. D. NUSBAUM,
to finish l lie last act before be sails lion of his crops.
A fine
Covers more, looks best, wears stock. Plaster, Lime, Ceeit.
business.
price
this
low
for
PHYSICIANS.
fear
uncertainly
have
and
old
of
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FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you interested In mines? I have some
said to he good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S.
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WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

.
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GOLD COIN FLOURi
THE BEST, THE CHEAPEST
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

GOLD COIN FLOUR

FOR SALE A nine-roobrick dwelling In the Highlands;
close in; bath, electric lights, cellar, barn. A bargain if taken at
once. Eiisy terms if desired.
Box 218.
FOR SALE OU TRAkE 2 rooming
bouses. T. I.. McSpadden, ;ii)ii South
Broadway.
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
1 have some
TO EXCHANGE
ranches
to trade for city property. T. L
MrSpailderi. 300 South Brnadwsv.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchange.
3"0 Scuts Broadway.
two-stor-

Post-ottlr-

GOLD COAf FLOUR
HAS NO RIVAL IN ITS LINE
MAKES MORE BREAD. ASK FOR

GOLD COIN FLOUR

Thursday, march

s,
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OFFICIAL MATTERS

EMM.

The Lincoln County Reserve.

Sugar Beet Seed

Ex-

periment.
LAND

OFFICE

TRANSACTIONS

Tlii' Lincoln

J

u
forest reserve of
acre In Llncolu county will this
year graze 6,500 head of cattle and
horses anil 15,000 hend of sheep,
yielding the government a revenue of
between $2,000 and $2,500.
Seed Experiments.
The bureau of Immigration has
furnished four pounds of sugar beet
seed and four pounds of Katflr corn
setd received by It from the plant
bureau of the Department of Agricul-tur- e
of Walter M. Taber of Olorlota,
who will make experiments In planting of this seed nnd in the growing
of crops therefrom this coming season. Mr. Taber will pay careful attention to the cultivation of half an
acre of land In sugar beets and in
Kattlr com nnd report results to the
bureau of Immigration for transmission to Washington.
Given Seeds.
Tho following San Juan county
farmers have been supplied by the
bureau of immigration
with four
pounds of sugar beet seed received
from the plant bureau of the Department of Agriculture and the seedwlll
be planted this spring.
Results of
the experiments will be reported to
the bureau, which will report them
to the Department of Agriculture.
The following are the names and addresses of the persons who have received four pounds each of these
seeds: J. P. Attebury, Aztec, New
Mexico; L. Current, Aztec, New Mexico; P. H. Mullarky, Flora Vista, New
Mexico: J. E. McCarty, Farmington,
New Mexico.
Land Office Business.
During the mouth of February
there were 238 entries made in the
federal land office at Santa Fe. Of
these 152 were homestead entries
covering 22,763.09 acres'. 15 were
final homestead
entries, covering
2,397.82 acres; 24 were original desert
land entries, covering 3,675.33 acres;
3 were final desert land entries, covering 471.02 acres; 17 were cash entries, covering 237.05 acres; 22 were
oul declaratory statements; 3 were
railroad selections, and 2 were soldiers' declaratory statements.
During the month of January there
were 149 entries, of which 98 were
homestead entries, covering 14.828.87
Jicres; 31 were final homestead entries, covering 4.820.67 acres; 5 were
original desert land entries, covering
,)20 acres; 4 were final desert land
entries, covering 578.57 acres; 13
were cash entries, covering 230.87
acres; 1 was a mineral application, 4
were coal declaratory
statements,
covering 520 acres, and 3 were railn
road selections.

J

in Room Formerly Occupied by Maynard, the Jeweler, Second Street. Next to First National Bank

Saturday Afternoon and Evening, March 17th
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RESIDENCE

LOTS
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$5 Down Balance $5 per Month
SECURE

A

PLAT AT OUR OFFICE, LOOK OVER THE GROUND AND MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS BEFORE YOU GO TO BID.
SALES WILL BE MADE FROM

SCOTT KNIGHT

aenhats. In many new acrobatic teats;
the Perrys George and Jennie, In a

A LARGE

PLOT IN THE AUCTION

OWNERS

r

NOTICE

ASK

YOUR

CROCER

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the CHy of Albuquerque, Now Mexico, on Tuesday.
April S, 1906, between the hours of
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places;
First Ward City Hall.
Second Wterd At office of Chaa.
Clmdwlck ft Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of K. IL
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits of the said city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two

60LD COIN FLOUR

FOR

.

.
'

ALFONSO'S FIRST LOVE AFFAIR

'

REHEARSED ON PARIS STAGE
De-lpKm-

years;

One City Clerk

One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the City CoMiell
from the First Ward One for a
of four years and one for & term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the city Council
from the Second Ward For a terta
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term ot
four years.
One Member or the City Conncll
from the Fourth Ward For a term or
four years.
Qne Member of the Board of Education from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
Two Members of the Board of Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For a
tern of four years;
One Member of the Bonrd of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
tent of four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
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TiiEWiNNiNG Stroke
than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
game to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's

j

If more

improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
etc. It is
however, in selecting a laxative, to
choose one of known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative which swee tens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant aft', r
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy ha:; met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact wt " worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved
that has led to its use by so many millions of we'll
informed people, who would not use ar.y reme dy of uncertain
quality or inferior reputation.
Every family should have a
bottle cf the genuine on hand at all times, t u:e wlv-a
laxative remedy is required,
'lease to remember that
Syrup of Figs iz for side in bottles of cue ;ie
only, by all reputable
a ul that full name of the
company
California Fi; Svrun Cc is plainly printed on
ti
the front of every package
':.:! ' rnce, qc." p.T
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FIRE TWICE

WHAT IS CATARRH?
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
AS BAD AS REPORTED J. H. O'Reilly & Co. Guarantee a Cure
(Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
y Hyomel or Will Refund the
Department of the Interior. United
Money.
States
Office, Santa Fe. N. M ,
FIRE IN THE PANHANDLE DEMarch 5, 190t.
I'ntil very recent years, It was
STROYED TWO MILLION ACRES
Notice Is hereby given that the folloOF GRASS
MANY OF LOSERS thought that catarrh was a disease of
the blood, butn wo modern science wing-named
claimant has filed noLIVE IN ROSWELL.
haH proved that, catarrh Is a germ tice of his intention to make final
Details of the destructive prairie disease, and can be cured only by n proof in support of his claim under
fire in the I'anhandl,. of Texas show treatment that will kill the germ and Sections 10 and 17 of the act of
that the loss Is twlcu us great as at heal (hi.- mucous membrane of the March 3. 1801 (26 Stats.. 851), as
amended by the act of February 21
thront.
first reported, says the Koswell Rec- nose tind
Then-fore- ,
ord. At least two million acres of
when you have catarrh, 1893 (27 Stats.. 470), and that said
grass were lost. Tin- - fire started in you can readily tee that if you want proof will be made before the U. 8.
New Mexico, near Kiida, and burned to cute it. you should use Hyomel, Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
M., on April 14, 1906, viz:
Filar
eastward, spreadiun rapidly to right which medicates the r.ir you breathe, N.
and left and pushing forward fiercely thus killing the catarrhal germs and Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25. T. 7 N.,
under the strong wiud. Tho tract healing the smarting, and law mem- K. 2 i:., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. K. 3
burned is one huncio d miles in length brane of the passages through the 2 lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N., It.
E., and Tract A in lot 3, in Sec 35.
from east to west, and sixty miles nose and throat.
The complete Hyomoj outfit, con- T. 7 N.. H. 2 R, and Trad II, lot 3.
wide from north to .south, lying genSec. sr., T. 7 N., K. 2 E.. and S..c. 2,
sisting of an Inhaier, a bottle of
erally east of 1'ortal' S.
mill a medicine dropper, costs T. ti N., U. 2 K.
The L. F. I), has only one hundred
He names the followli,g witnesses
only $1. while extra bottles can bo
sections of pasture left.
10 prove his actual continuous adverse
The
X
outfit, Harnett, Divers obtained for Wl cents.
.1.
& Hird, lost all th' ir grass.
H. O'Keily
Co. have sold a possession of said tract for tweiitv
The Spade outfit lost all its grass. iiniit many Hyomel outfits, and the years next preceding the survey of
tho township, viz:
The Slaughter
will feed one more they sell, the more convinced
thousand cattle f... Hie L. p. n,, and they are that they are perfectly safe N. Kdward F. Otero, of AUiuqueniue,
M.; Slsto Uaco y Haca. of
in guaranteeing to refund the money
the rest of the Li'iifled-Whlt- e
catN. M. ; Mariano Vigil, of Altle will probably !..- brought in the if Hyomel docs not cure.
buquerque, N. M.; I'lacido Salaztir y
direction of Hoswell
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
The 1.. J". D. on' it had fij cattle
NOTICE.
Any person who desires to proburned todeath an L''i0 others badly
y )ii want your inoni y's mj ill try test against
the allowance of said
Injured by the firMany of these out U, cent meals, C'ortlooi
proof,
stauror who knows of any substanmay die. Thin, of course, represents at.t
South
First
tstreet.
tial reason under the laws and reguonly a small pan of the death loss
lations of the Interior Department
as the many other ranching out fit i Eczcrria, Tetter,
Salt
Rheum,
Itch, why such proof should not be allowed
that lo.4t have iw
n reported up
Worm,
Ring
Herpes,
Barbers'
will be given an opportunity at tho
on. The I.. F. I) ' u'ftt recently .sold
d
Itch.
time and place to
i.utio three-yearsteers to Mr.
.V.:
cf hese rllse.isos are ntieiided crosa-- t xatnlne tho wltuesses of said
Eadie of Kansas C; at a figure c!
e
i:rc:.-wntch is almost in claimant, and to offer evidence iu
to $5. and this : foiiunate, slt.ee
rebuttal of that submitted by claimnit';.- teiiev. d by applying Cl'.amher
the grass will 1.
arce. Howes er
:.'s Halve. !fel by its routiuujtd live ant.
' hey are not t
delivered u n '
MANl'KL It. OTKKO.
;icr:i;a!ici;t ciiiv Tuay be effected. .
April, at Hovina.
b s, ia tic', cured many cases that
Kogister.
I
);
o'iier treatment.
LADIES' RIDI1-I- G GLOVES.
Price
t
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
c..-i:i c;
buck. Ouarati'' 'd. Simon S'erll
o. For sale by all
the Kallroad Avei.
"I was and am yet. afflic ed with
Clothier.
ay
rheumatism."
Mr. J C. Hayne,
editor or the Herald, Addlngton, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamtieriain s I'am Ikum am able once
more to attend to business. It Is the
best of linim.nts."
If troubled with
rheumatism givt Fain Halm a trial'
and you are certain to be more than1
with the prompt relief it af
fords. Oiio application relieves the;
pain.
W7
For sale by all druggists.

Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
said day, at the following polling
pianos:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chaa.
Chsdwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
lhird Ward At office of E. II.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Noar corner' of Copper
and Third street.
At which election the Question or
authorizing the issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand (1300,000) Dollars
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque.
. ew Mexico, to purchase and extend
tho vater works now owned by the
Water Stpply company of said city,
will be submitted to the qualified
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal property.
bunject to taxation, within the City
of Alouquerque.
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
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Albu-querqu- e,

NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that an
election will be held in the City of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd, 1906, between the
hours of 9 o'clock a. in. and 6 o'clock
p. m., of sa!U day, at the following
voting places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At oflice of Chaa.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the question
r.f authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand l;i0,000) Dollars of bonds
of the sahl City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a cltr
building, will be submitted to the
qualified electors of said city, who
are the owners of real or personal
property, subject to taxation, within
the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
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NOTICE

tells him so, and begs him to hustle
Into his cap and belt and sword, Alfonso moves slowly, declaring his one
ambition In life Is to marry Alliette.
This phases tho little opera girl,
but when he raves on about the cot- j
tage he will build for her on a Span- ""mlng!" rails Alfonso, and conhU1SA,,M CrWn
.'hers line
cannot
his plea
.hare, the throne with him. Alliette tliiues
-sire, the president and the guard

"

FOREST

For a term of two

years;

chll-hlnin- a

Vk

ROOM.

SURETY INVESTMENT CO

AUCTIONEER

refined sketch; "The Newsboy;'' Major Calllouette, slack wire artist and
Juggler, wao rides a wheel on the
wire; Mr. Dick Mitchell, In a new
Kube act, en'itled, "Mr. Rube from
Vermont;" the Florence sisters, Lizzie and Hazel, in an up to date fencing and singing act; "An Editor's
Troubles," which Introduces all members of the company. This company
also carries its own superior uniformed concert band and orchestra.
Watch for the street parade. Rei
served seats on sale at Matson'sbook over 900 men, while 300 more
laborers
store.
are engaged In the logging camps.
He was Informed by Secretary
A Lively Tussle.
plans are alwith that old enemy of the race," con- ready that extensive
under way for the big terristipation, often ends In appendicitis.
fair, and a large amount of
To avoid all serious trouble with stom- torial
Is already
subscribed. Mr.
ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's money
New Life Pills. They perfectly reg- McNary had occasion to call up the
Optic
office
from' Albuquerque yesterulate these organs, without pain or day,
and declares that talking across
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
133
the
miles was like speaking to a
man three feet away. The extension THE KING'S LARK DURING A VISRACE COURSE AND
IT TO FRENCH CAPITAL FAITHPARK AT TUCUMCARI. of the long distance telephone beJ. A. Street has organized a com- tween the chief cities of the territory
FULLY REPRODUCED AND THE
pany to build a race course on the AA is a convenience which can not well
SPANISH
OFFICIALS ARE AFRAID
Optic.
f
ranch, one and
miles south be
THE PRINCESS ENA WILL HEAR
Cot
of Tucumcarl. Then thousand
ABOUT IT.
tonwood trees are being planted Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
around the course to give shade, as
Remedy In His Hou6e.
the grounds are to be used for picParis. March 7. The Spanish au"We would not bo without Chambernics and county fairs as well as for lain's
Cough Remedy. It Is kept on thorities arc- trying hard to have ruled
races. The grounds are to be known
hand continually in our home," says oil the stage here a play wtilch
as Roosevelt park.
W. W. Kearney, editor of the Indeto tell of King . Alfonso's first
pendent, Lowry City, Mo. That is
A FUNNY SHOW
A Scientific Wonder.
love
affair.
every
Just
family
what
should do.
The cures that stand to Its credit
The play, callod "His First JourWhen kept at hand ready for instant
JERRY FROM KERRY," WILL BE make Bueklen's Arnica Salve a scien- use, a cold may be cheeked at. fhe out- ney," relates an unpublished but notific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford, set
and cured in much less time than toriously true episode of Alfonso's
AT
OPERA
FRIDAY lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
HOUSE
it has become settled in the visit to Paris last year,
NIGHT.
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case after
system.
This remedy Is also without running at the Theater and has been
piles. It heals the worst burns,
of
des Deux Masa peer for croup In children, and will ques.
Tho fun makers. Patten and Perry,
bolls, ulcers, cuts, wounds,
will offer that funny farce comedy
nTirt Halt rheum.
Tho Spanish officials fear that
Onlv 25c at prevent the attack when given as soon
as the child becomes hoarse, Oi even Princess Ena may
Jerry j ajj jrug stores.
vaudeville attraction,
and
cf tho play
From Kerry," at the Elks' theater on
after the croupy cough appears, whJch and break off the hear
engagement with
can fnly be done when the remedy is the
Friday evening, March 9.
McNARY RETURNS TO
king.
This piece of comedy Is considered
THE MEADOW CITY. kicpt at hand. For sale by all drugThe plot in the play goes on to tell
by press and public to be the very
James G. McNary returned on No. gists.
of how Alfonso on his visit told fhe
o
best on the road. The company num- 8 early this morning from a two days'
Ifrench officer having charge of his
bers twenty people, and among the business trip to Albuquerque.
Mr.
C. M. Daniels, who did such remarkentertainment
ho wanted to
will be seen the three
McNary reports the Duke City as pre- able swimming in the A. A. U. cham- make love to that
prettiest girl in
John, Eunice and George, in their senting a most prosperous appear- pionship at New York, "will go to Lon- Paris. He said tho
comedy act, "Jerry From Kerry;" ance. The mills .cf the American don to swim In England after the love affair and he had never had a
wanted to play love
Campbell and Fletcher, the comedy Lumber company are now employing Olympic games.
right there and then.
Tho officer was scandalized, but
the young king was insistent, and so
a pretty ballet dancer was sent to
the hotel and up a secret stair to the
king's parlor.
Just Tiow the charmer worked her
charms was never known to the
public, and the playwrights, Messrs.
Xanrof and Guerin, were too discreet
to theorize. They bring up the curtain on the parting. Alfonso has evidently had the lady on his knees, un
less he has been on hers, and then
they begin to tell one another goodby,
for at any moment the king will be
called to rejoin the president of
France and drive off netween a double
hedge of cuirassiers.
But though
Alliette, the name given the dancer.
""
jjl
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"ARNOLD'S BE$T" FHotuiir is made from choiccTuipfeey KFusas M ARB
Wlheatl. AsUl your neighibor abouft "ARNOLD' BEOT.' "ARNOLD'S
BEST" is begarmirig to make 'em all go some.
ttimsist upoim Jhaviimg "ARNOLD'S B&ST, from aSi groceir

My mercnani tailoring snop g upNo. ;o: West Railroad ave-

stairs over

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
class, as I have had fifteen years' e
In the business.
Suits mad
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed soil
repaired. The specific t use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' rariueuts
also cleaned and walking klrts made
to order. (live me a trial.
O.

-

i

BAMBINI.

o
COMING

EVENTS

March 9 Kerry from Gerry.
March 2
Eliery's Royal Italian
band.
March 31 Charles HanforJ Com- pany in Shakspearian Flays.
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Party Solictikicatioini
1

part:
Just

now, if ever, is party harmony to be most
eagerly desired, and earnestly Bought after. The stateThe
hood issue will likely be before us for Bolutlon.
constitutional convention, the most Important problem
which New Mexico has ever solved, will very probably
tiavo to be wrestled with In the near future. The time
Is only a few short months away. Fur
for fall
ther, New Mexico Is entering upon what promises to bo
in realtiy, a new era. Irrigation projects are being developed, rich valleys are being settled up as never
from every city and town In the territory come
We need to have
reports of unexampled prosperity.
the greatest rossible efficiency In the administration of
both the executive and legislative affairs. We need a
strong, united republican party, dominated by the new
Koverror, who is inspired bv the best purposes and by
the clean and able men who have made the party what
it U today.
And we lelieve we tpeak for the rank and file ot
tho republican party over the entire territory when we
ay that It Is no nitre than jus; to demand of those who
control the deRtlnies of the party In New Mexico that crop.
tbey get together
a

lie-for- e,

I

i

Unhappy Servia

i

8.
bulletin gave
of disturbance to cross continent 6 to 10, warm
wave 5 to 9, cool wave 8 to 12. Next disturbance will
reach Pacific coast about 12, cross weft of Ho kles by
close of 13. great central valleys 14 to If,, tatieni states
17.
Warm wave will cdoss west of Kockles about 12,
great central valleys 1 i. eastern states lfi. fool wave
wiu cross wen or Kockles about 1.1, great centra valleys 17, eastern state 19.
mis illsturlinnco will develop more than usual Intensities; all weather features will he more prominent
than usual. Temperatures will reach the top for this
month as this disturbance approaches.
Rainfall will
increase ami will be greater tor next two weeks than
for past two.
This warm wave will cause a general thaw farther
north than is usual, and will promise an early spring,
but the month will close cold, and the .alternating
freezes and thaws will not bo good for winter wheat.
We are approaching a season of unusually variable crop
weather, so radical that corn, wheat, potatoes, flax,
grass and cotton will depend on the nature of the sot to
a greater extent than for years past. Some kinds of
soil will not pay for the seed, nnd I again advise farmers not to sell good corn for less than 50 cents.
The success of crops this year will depend so largely
upon the lay of the1 laud and tho quality of the soil that
I cannot give good adyice in a general letter, except to
say Uiat good crops will be produced where tho soil fits
the crop weather; that the corn crop will be
short of last yar and ,that wheat will not come up to
the average. Potatoes 'will not make more thun a halt

City
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Brazil began the twentieth century with 17.0io,imh
people, a territory larger than that of the United States,
and undeveloped resources surpassed by no country with
tne possible exception of the United States ami China.
Consul Seegr, reporting upon Brazil's commercial rec
says:
ord for 1901-Of all the South American countries Brazil Is the
most extensive. It contains an area of 8.2liO,nt)i) square
miles, Is 2,030 miles long, 2,540 miles wide, and has a
population of 17,000,000, mostly of Indian origin.
It
borders on every country of South America, except
Chile. The rivers are numerous, among the largest be
ing the Amazon, Madeira, Negro, Para, Tocantlus, Par
ana and San Francisco.
u the extreme northern part
of the country are llanos, or grassy plains, on which
roam millions of horses, many being caught and sold in
the different markets of the world. Central Brazil, especially that part lying contiguous to the Amazon and
its tributaries Is called the selva or forest region; It
abounds In Para rubber and palm trees, mahogany, and
dyewoods. The eastern and southern parts form the
great Brazilian plateau. On account of the climatic conditions and the firtility of the soil this section is especially adapted to the cultivation of the coffee tree,
the production of sugar, cotton, tobacco, rice, and fruits.
Among the minerals, besides gold and diamonds, iron of
superior quality is abundant. The emerald, ruby, topaz,
sapphire, garnet, and oilier precious stones are found in
considerable quantities. Quito large quantities of corn
and wheat are grown in the Amazon basin, but none for
export.
Brazil Is a country of varied and wonderful resources, and with the introduction of
methods
its development could be extended so that within a
it would produce enormously and take high rank
aaiong the leading commercial countries of the world.
The export trade is increasing tit a very rapid rate, especially in that if rubber, which amounts to millions ot
dollars annually. The introduction of the hicveh. auto
mobile and other rubber-tire- d
vehicles, has given the
rubber production an impetus
lias
that
caused
It to forge to the fruit as the lending export of the
country. The collee ttade U hoitig extended and has a
very healthy growth. The United States buys r.o per
cent of the coffee exported, which amounted to
(luring the year ended June 30 1904.
Of the three leading countries that sold iheir nro
dufiU to I.raz!l in 19o4 Croat CritHin ranks first, with
134,970,2015, or is per cent of liie total amount:
y
second, with $lf..97r,.l S. or 12 per cent; the
I'nited States, $14,oll,97o. or 11 per cent. The great
disparity in the amount of goods sold by Great Britain
and the United States to Brazil presents a problem that
must be studied by the manufacturers and exporters ot
this country if their trade with that and the other South
American eonntrlos Is to be extended.
Many millions of dollars were borrowed In Europe
during the year 1904. For tin1 improvement of the har
bor at Rio do Janeiro a loan of $4S.t:ti5,OOti was nego
tiated, and larger amounts were borrowed for produc-- .
tlvo purposes. In ISHt; the price of the gold dollar fluctuated from 4.NK:t to K.3SO milreis; In UtiH the fluctuation ranged from H.tllit; to 4.247 milreis.
In recent years a large amount of foreign capital
has been invested in Brazilian enterprises, especially in
the city of Uio do Janeiro, Sao Paulo, aud in the southern states. Gorman capitalists have established steamship lines for coast service, and American and Canadian
capitalists have acquired the car lines, gas works and
telephone service at Uio ie Janeiro, the money invested
t $25.0110,000.
being estimated
5,
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Land

The following excellent showing of New Mexico's
growth in rural settlement. Is taken from the New Mexican, and must prove highly gratifying to every lover
f the Sunshine Land:
enDuring the month of February, UM boni'-sfeatries were made In the Roswell land district. The Clayton land office has done more business since the 1st of
December than any other land otlice in the I'nited
States, and eutries m that office have run as high us
100 a day. At the Santa Fe land office, since January
1st of this year, as" entries have been made, and at Las
Cruces land office, since, the reclamation service has
taken hold of the Elephant Butte irrigation project, die
land entries have broken all previous records, and yet
there are still 52.00u,OOi) acres of public land open to
settlement in this territory. History has demonstrated
again and again that the stream of immigraTum will continue to broaden and deepen as long as there remains
an acre of public land, for the American people are kind
hungry. The work of the bureau of immigration is
luerely beinning to bear fruit, the harvest will be such
as to make th- growth of New Mexico duriug the next
two decades a national marvel. A prediction of finu.nini
inhabitants by the next census year is a moderate estimate, rather than a wild prophecy.
d
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Rental Price.

The Mesa Agricultural Park association did not met t last night as per
arrangement, owing to the absence of
a number of l he members. In speak
ing of the tint er of a spring race
meet, one of Albuquerque's foremost
horsemen, who is also a member of
the above association, said:
"Tho matter of a spring race meet
Tor Albuquerque has about
resolved
Itself Into the problem aa to whether
we can Becure the Traction Park race
track or not, nnd at what figure. Wo
Have had several conferences
with
the Traction company people, but as
yet nothing definite has been decided
upon. We are now awaiting the re
turn of Colonel Creep to confer wltn
him again relative td the matter."
Colonel Greer left last night,
for
Omaha, Neb., in company with his
brother, Julian Greer, to Inspect and
witness the performances of the company that is to play at Casino hall here
during the summer, and of which
Julian Greer is manager. He will be
absent from the city a week or ten
days, and pending his return nothing
further can be done.
"The secretary
of the Western
Spring Racing association at Denver,"
went on the horseman, referred to
above, "will pass through Albuquerque within the next few days en route
west as far as Los Angeles, for the
purpose of arranging dates, and it
looks as though we would be unable
to give him any definite news as to
whe her we were in a condition to
have a spring meet or not.
"Of course,-- we may be able to get
him to leave open dates for us, but it
would be much better if we could give
him a definite answer, and secure our
dates on the spot. As I said, the
whole matter now rests on securing a
track. We can't race without a track,
no matter how much money we subscribe, but I think that we will be able
to secure the Traction Park track
ujon the return cf Colonel Greer, and
at a reasonable figure, at that."
It seems to be conceded by all
interested in the racing
game, that a larger number of horses
can be secured for a spring meet than
could possible be secured for a fall
meet, and the horsemen and lovers
of tho sport are therefore anxious to
have the spring meet.
Joseph Banutt has stated that he
will bring his string of five, horses
here if Albuquerque has a spring
meet, and horsemen who have been
campaigning at the California
and
Colorado tracks during the winter,
have written here asking about a
spring meet, and saying that they
would bring their strings heVe in the
event of a meet.
Iast year's spring raco meet was a
success from every point or view,
and all thosa subscribing, got not
only their money back, but several
hundred dollars besides, which, to the
credit of thoso having the matter in
charge, was donated to charity, and
there is no reason why Albuquerque
should not have a meet thl3 year just
as successful as was last year's meet.
Horsemen here in general are much
Interested in the matter and a spring
meet will ho held if a track can possibly be secured.
.

REGISTRATION
WILL BEGIN
SATURDAY, MARCH 10.
Registration olfices for the registration of voters for the coming city
election will open Saturday, March
loth, and continue ten days thereafter, at tho fijlowing places In the

Tiiciinieari News:
Therj is a good deal of tuss being made In (he territorial press about a proposed
any
convention. YVc do not
IMissible advantage to be derived from a mm - pan isuii,
r maybe hetter, a
coiivcni ion of any soi l.
We
that no matter what the conditions may be
when the convention assembles, if it ever does, that
Jiarty lines may be d'awn when the machinery begins to
move.
Better go about It the old way and then there
will ii" no dlsapiiointmeni from either side of the
lum-artis-

al

The Citizen lias received from Judge Jesus Romero
will prove of great interest to
of this section. (m is on the
foddling moth, one on the handling of dairy stock, an
tho third treats of the construction of small irrigating
ditches. Thoso Interested may gel copies of Uiese works
which art; sent out by tho Department, of Agriculture
for free distribution, by calling itt Judge Romero's store,
on the old town plaza.

three documents which
the farming population

I

Ratou has determined to ran straight party tickets,
iu tho approaching city election. Some oilier towns are
talking of fusion tickets; aud some in Albuquerque are
wuggestlng that there be uo tickets put tip by the people, but thai a few losses get together, select the men
to fill tho offices, and leave the people on election day
'lthe-to stay lit home and attend to their business affair or a few of them to go to the polls ami with perfunctory indifference condone what the bosses shall
liave done.

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles
A Fifle Given Away With Every Boy's Suit
CROSETI
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SHOES AND

NETTLETON
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FINE SHOES

LMANDEL-

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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is to clean up stock
once yearly arid open
seasonwJth new goods.
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best shoes hut it stands
equally for honest
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pairs men's fine shoes
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
ICOOJpairs misses' and children's fine
3000

0

shoes.

0

t

X

0
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

0

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
caretully inspect the shoes

0

t

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money-cabuy we will have your
trade.

0

V
differ'iu wa'ds:
T
Pirst Ward E.
Washburn's
Clothing store, on Second street.
Second
Harscll Bolt'.lng
Ward
works office, on Second street.
0
Third Wi'd Harry Johnson's bicycle store, on Second street.
fourth Aaril Matson's Book store, 0
tn Wcsl Railroad ave.-ueAfter tin' ten it.iy's ; registration
cri.il I'.e l.;r;i v. il :i'e withdrawn 0
for o.e day whiio tho itg'stra'lon
boards canvass the lists, after which
for six days, 0
they will be'
so that all who have failed to register
nihy have an opportunity to do so.

n

.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

CHAPLIN

Win

0

IBrunswicK
The Majestic
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&
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all this talk about Castro and the asphalt
trust? Why did the president send Judge Calhoun to
Venezuela to go over the whole case? Mere Is an insignificant South American republic whose president
seems to m it- up both Europe and the I'nited States.
The country has little or no commerce, no industries,
no rich gold nr.d silvi r mines why then such an ado
about ii all? The reason is asphalt.
Venezuela has
:ioit;;ii bitumen in paw. all the streets of the United
States wiili the most pi fleet covering which has yet
been dexiseil.
tie iiiuN z
the home of all the
contention, is in the midst of a tropical lungliv but its
thousand acres of oozing asphalt constitute unit of the
most valuable pi,., ex of property in the world.
Asphalt
is to he obtained in great quantities in Trinidad, and
there are smaller bodies of it in California, Texas and
elsewhere, hut this Venezuela tract, by common consent,
has the finest grade of asphalt for paving which has
yet been discovered.
Some bleu of what this deposit means may l
gathered from 'he growth of asphalt paving. Twenty-tiv- e
.wars ago. .iboui twelve miles, or less than one- fifth of one per cent of tho paved streets of the cities
Today
of the I'nited States were paved with asphalt.
this luxurious pavement is spread over twenty-fiv- e
bun
dretl miles of streets in the I'nited States, embracing an
area approximating ttouo.ooii square yards. This rep
resents an original investment of $ luO.OiKi.Ooo, and in
cluding the cost of repairs and
a total out
lay of not less than
No wonder, then, that the possession of Venezuela's
great source ot supply is considered such a rich prize,
The Itt ruiuduz asphalt deposit is an Immense morass of
pitch covered here and there by patches of vegetation
As fast as tin- pitch or asphalt is dug out a new supply
oozes up from below.
Prom the "lake," lying about
eighteen milts from the mouth of the Han Juan river,
the asphalt Is carried bv private railroad six miles to
the head of navigation on the river. Here great deposits
of asphail are forme, as the cars arrive' from the lahe
Afterwards the asphalt is trutisferre.l from these tern
porary deposits to steamers, especially constructed to
transport it to this count rv.

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

SO SAYS ALBUQUERQUE HORSEMAN

KING OF

POOL

LOOSE-LEA-

F

BINDERS

Strongest Locking Device
Greatest Expansion
Easiest Manipulated

Pa rlors

We are exclusive Agents.

-

-
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Wants to Absorb

The El Paso News of yesterday bus the following to
say about that city. It should be of interest in Albuquerque:
The report of the work done in the way of beautifying the public school grounds of the city by the planting and cultivation of trees, rendered by Superintendent
Tuuiani at Monday night's meeting or the school Ixmrd,
and published in brief in last night's News, is gratifying from many points of view. Particularly is It gratifying because of the inference that can reasonably be
drawn that every child attending those schools, wiih a
knowledge of the proverbial "three U's," is being taught
an Invaluable lesson, not included in the curriculum,
viz.. that trees and flowers and grass add beauty and
that the beautiful should be cultivated.
The iesson
taught at the schools will bo carried to the homes, with
the result that there will be a tendency on the part of
the children of E Paso, regardless of the desires of the
parents, to make those homes beautiful. Tho cleanliness of the streets of Jerusalem was a proverb. H was
explained that the cleanliness uf thu city was duo to
Xhefact that jt
the never unfulfilled" July Ct cut"
....xen to keep clean that portion of the street fronting
his own home. In years to come, when the beauty ot
El Paso's residence streets shall be commented upon,
the proud El Pasoon will explain that the beauty Is due
to the fact that the cultivation of trees and flowers and
Brasses is made a part of the education of evcrv Kl Paso
child.

Settling

one-four- th

Cotusitry Germany

Unhappy Is the story that comes from Servla, where
a king lives In fear such as even the czar cannot comprehend. In Russia the people who are loyal at least
feel that their ruler is entitled to Tils throne. They admit that he is a weakling. They groan under their burdens. Hut they do not question the divine right of Nicholas to rule. But In Servla there is hatred and contempt for the man who won his throne by as foul a murder as ever disgraced a land. The stain does not wipe
out.
King Peter surrounded himself with those whose
bands are red with blood. They have been given the
responsible positions, and the Servian monarch knows
with a knowledge that must haunt him. that the fate of
Ills predecessor may at any moment be his fate. To
this day, King Peter is not recognized as a king by tho
United States, Great Britain, Holland, Italy and Greece,
because he has not had the courage or power to drive
ylrom his court the regicides who murdered Alexnnder
and, 4iis queen. Peter is regarded as a puppet occupunt
of a throne.
' '
Students of European history say that it is only a
'' qiK'stion of t'r e when tnere will be another tragedy in
Servla, and a not her king will be violently gathered to
his fathers. Unhappy Servia! A land of promise, with,
rich fields and mighty forests; with unlimited possibilities for growth and progress, it finds itself misgoverned, oppressed, poor, and ruled by a coward. Last
night's telegrams seem to Indicate that the end is

5a

Be Secured at Reasonable

foil-cast-

Tho l.as Vrgns Optic has a Ptrtmij editorial on tie
importance of the republican party of Now Mexico maintaining Its harmony, it a solidarity, and Its avoidance of
The Opevery disintegrating movement or siiggeBtlon.
tic's argument la addressed to tho party considered ter
ritorially, but Is equally applicable to the party In cities
and counties; for what Is good and appropriate lor me
whole, must be tqtially good and appropriate for the
parts of which the whole Is composed. Tho Optic says,
in

If Traction Park Track Can
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RACING

Foster's Latest

Published Dally and Weekly

By

SPRING

THURSDAY, MARCH 8,

The finest place in the city
your Idle hour.
sMi-ti-

I H.S.Lithgow&Co.
MOO

jv

Best brands of Cigars and
always on hand.

M.

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.

IC

HINDERS
sBVJffvJsTsHI

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY. SAI.B FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ev
changes
DEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad nd
Copper avunuea.
JEMEZHOT

SPRINGS

0. W. Strong's Sons

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS

Bottled In Bond.

Superintendents
Fairvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
201-21- 1

DlatlUer.
FRANKFORT, KT.

dlELINI

GARBAGE CANS.
GOOD, STRONG CANS AT
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
CO.

N. Second St..

OOO00O00'

& EAKIN

0

8ole Agents.
Albuquerque, til. M.
Automatic Pbone. 19a.

0
EVERY

"KNOCK"
is

Crown Studio
Novelty

WorKs

s
0

-

"BOOST." i0

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215Vi West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

Albuquerque

A-

UNCLE

0

JOHNNY.

I

,
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Com-riMio-
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Bith Phones.

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
winter Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
Mrs. CovonfiTle has blxty
hatu that will U sold this w'el. with- kluda. Before buying give us a call. PHQNiTllDC CYPUIunC
out fail, tho sulu beginning on ThurslUIIIUIUilL LAUIlflllUb
day
RIONEER BAUER Y
AND STORAGE CO.
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor.
GARBAGE CANS.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
CAKES A SPECIALTY Furniture Crated For Shipment and
FOR GOOD, STRONG CANS AT WEDDING
We desire patronage and we guar
Sold on
LOWEST PRICES PHONE OR CALL
an fee first class baking.
J. W. MASTERS.
ON ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.
116 West Gold Ave.
CO.
.

i

and

MONUMENTS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

STAGE LINE

Carries the Unitert Statea mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m. For
particulars, address W. h. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
FOR
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Thursday, march
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JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

IF YOUR GROCER DOES NOT SELL THE FAMOUS

RUGS

m

IFUwxwir

AND CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Mlhert Faber I

TELL HIM YOU WILL TAKE NONE OTHER

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

CORONER'S

INQUEST OVER

MAINS

RE-

OF PAXTON CONCLUDED

Many Witnesses Examined This

Morning-Railro-

ad

Employes Are Exonerated But Company Requested to Lessen Speed of Trains
In the City Limits.
of New
t Territory
of Bernalillo:

Mexico, County

We, the undersigned, justice, of

A

the peace and jury, silting as an
inquest held on the remains of

"4"

e"

e"

'"
"'

f
fr

4

"

T

'

f
4

J. William Paxton, found in pre- cinct No. 12, Hcrnalillo county,
find that deceased came to his
death on the tith day of March, "
1900, by being struck and killed
by engine No. 1203, of the A., T.
& S. F. Ky. company, while In
Archibald 4
charge of Engineer
and Fireman Slovens. And wefurther find that the speed main- e
tained in entering the city limits
of Albuquerque, is dangerous to
life and property, and we recom- menjl that the city council re- quire the railroad to reduce the
speed of incoming and outgoing '
trains, and that the railroad
place a watchman at said Moun- tain road crossing, as we find lo-it- e"
dangerous on account of the
4
cation of the woolen mills.
.:
(Signed:)
H. RUPPE, Foreman.
MELVILLE K. SUMMERS,
JOHN" HART.
"

L. GRADI.

ANTONIO

ARM1JO.

EDWIN HALE.
A. J. CRAWFORD.
J. P. and Acting Coroner.
4 Allmn.11trn.110, New Mexico, March
8, IflOti.

4 4
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The coroner's Inquest into the
death of J. W. Paxton, who was ld'led
by the California limited train No. 3.
at the woolen mill crossing, Tuesday
morning, was resumed in police court
this morning, Judge Crawford sitting
as coroner.
What the Evidence Shows.
Several witnesses were sworn for
the people, the engineer and fireman
of the limited 'omsing those who
testified in behalf or the railroad company.
The people's evidence, for the most,
part, showed that the engineer of the
train that killed Paxton, did not blow
either the Jong blast for the station
nor the four blasts for the crossing;
in i he case of the two witnesses for
the territory, however, it was shown
that at least, one of the regulation
whistles was sounded, at least, but
whether it. was the station or crossing blast Is not1 known. It developed
that two sharp blasts were tooted
when nearly to the crossing, that the
train was moving unusually rapid,
that an incline and siding with freight
cars on U prevented a view of the
tracks to persons proceeding along the
Mountain road in a westerly direction until nearly on the tracks; that
Paxton applies the whip to the mules
he was driving as he glanced down
the Santa Fe right of way, the train
hitting him ulmost simultaneously,
and that the mules shied about a
second previous to this movement on
the part of Paxton to strike them.
The engineer and fireman's testimony showed that the station and
Tossing blasts were blown; that the
engineer did not see the deceased
or his mules as they drove onto the
track, but the fireman did; that the
trtin was running between twenty
and twenty-ifv- e
miles an hour at the
time ami that the train did not stop
unii' tile station was reached.
The first witness called was James
Wilkinson of the woolen scouring
mil!.

James Wilkinson's Testimony.
Mr. Wilkinson said he was in his
office at the time of the fatality. The
mill v;is not in operation and all was
quiet. He heard the limited sound
what he called the "incoming" whistle
about luii yards altovt the Mountain
Uoad crossing. Attorney Frank Moore,
who examined witnesses for the peohow
ple, asked Mr. Wilkinson
he
happened to he so sure that he heard
the whistle on this particular oeca-sloand the reply was that It was
time for the limited, all was quiet
n.

and he heard it. Mr. Wilkinson did
not witness the tragedy.
H. B. Kenebeck Examined.
The next witness examined was H.
R. Kenebeck, engineer at the woolen
mill.
Mr. Kenebeck
said he was
standing in the engine room doorway
at the time. He saw Paxton drive
along the road toward the tracks. The
mules were trotting. As ho ascended the incline at. the tracks and got
past the box car on the siding to the
east of the main right of way, Kenebeck testified that Paxton' looked
north on the tracks. At this moment
the mules shied and as Paxton
brought the whip onto their hides the
collision occurred.
Kenebeck described the accident. He said he did
not see the whip afterwards, which Is
regarded as very important by the
railroad company in lieu of the "testimony offered by tho engineer, in substance that ho found the whip in
Its socket on the wagon seat on the
pilot of tho locomotive when he
reached the round house. How Paxton could be using the whip on tho
mules at the: time the train struck
him and the findimr nf it l
et ns claimed by the engineer is a
mystery no one is able to solve. The
train was going at a rapid gait, Kenebeck said. lie heard one toot of tho
locomotive just, before the collision,
but no other whistle. Kenebeck said
the i:.ncl,inery in the mill was inactive
and he heard no bell of the locomotive ringing.
Miss Olivia Kenebeck's Story.
Miss Olivia Kenebeck. a stenographer at the woolen mill and daughter of the engineer, was In the mill
office when she heard the limited
coming, she stepped to a window too
late to see the collision, but just in
time to see the wagon, mules and man
flying through the air and see the
train pass on in a cloud of dust. It
was
faster than usual, she
taid. She did not hear the locomotive whistle, and did not think it blew.
What Manuel Lucero Saw.
Manuel I.ucero, an employe at the
w olin mill,
was nt work
outside,
near the factory, about
foot
from the tracks. He heard the whis-jtl- e
blow when Rome distance away.
ne utd not gee the collision, but. saw
what followed.
I.ucero was stooping
over at work and did no: see the
man and wagon reach the scene.
v
A. G. Boone's Account.
A. (J. Hoone is a lailtr in chn
ne mini n.:or or the woolen
mill.
Hearing two sharp wbustlea he looked
out of a window and saw the wreckage (lying through the air. He did
ncf hear the incoming whistle. There
was jusi about "an Instant" ltwecn
tile whistles and collision. The train
was moving along very fast.
Mrs. Gonzales Saw It.
Mrs. J. N. Oonzales, of Jones strept,
was standing in her yard, when Paxton passed, along the road, driving
ery fast. She watched the train
heave In sight. She did not hear it
whistle and did not think it did. The
witness testified that Paxton did not
use his whip, which substantiates the
statement or the engineer about finding it in the wagon seat socket. She
taid Paxton drove up the incline and
looked up the track, whereupon the
limited smashed into the wagon. Miss
Elsie Schroeder was called, but she
denied seeing the accident or of hearing the limited approach or blow Its
whistle. ' I did not hear or see anything," she said.
Engineer Archibald.
Engineer llynu Archibald, who was
at tin- t hot tie ot the limited's locomotive. No. 1.2":!, when he ran down and
Killed Paxton, was then called. He
testified to blowing the whistle at the
station Kist and at the crossing iost.
They are close together, hence, the
wliist les were likewise. He could see
nothing wrong, when the fireman
Jelled, i,ook' out!" The switches
were all right. All he saw wa a
mule fly through the air and land on
his side of the track.
The fireman
was behind the boiler 'catching his'
ta-i'til-

-

-

breath.' When he pot It sgain, he
Bald they had struck a mule hitched
to a wagon, with a man driving. By
that time he had reached the brewery,
and continued on to the station. Archibald said that if he had been outside
of tho city he would have stopped
and picked up the Injured, but he
thought time could be made by notifying the switch engine men at the
station.' He found the wagon seat
with the whip In Its socket, resting on
the pilot of the engine, when he reached the round house. Archibald said
the train was running letween twenty
und twenty-fivmiles an hour when
the collision took place. The time
limit within the city limits Is six
miles an hour, but he said he did not
know where the city limits were. At
the brewery the train was moving
twelve miles an hour. Trains run
anywhere from twenty to seventy
miles an hour, he said. He stated
that he could have .stopped the irain
had he seen the danger 400 feet away.
It' was not over five seconds after
the fireman saw the wagon on the
track that the train struck It. A minute and a half after whistling for the
crossing, the crossing was reached.
Fireman Earl Stevens' story substantiated that of tho engineer.
Attorney E. W. IXibson looked after
the Interests of the railroad company,
and gave all witnesses a rigid examination.
The jury quickly reached a verdict.
which is given in full at tbo begin
ning of this acrount. It was then dis
charged, with the thanks of Coroner
Crawford.
e

BURGLARS ARE
ABOUT AGAIN
Newcomer's Stationary Store
and New York Saloon
Visited Last Night.

LITERARY PROGRAM
Weary of the struggle against the
"dread white plague," that, was slowly
eating his life away; distracted with AT THE BAPTIST CHURCH, CORNER OF LEAD AND BROADWAY,
the anguish of his sufferings, and reFRIDAY, MARCH 9, 1906.
alizing that he was but a detriment
to the faithful wlfo and little Bon, (a)
Prelude In H Flat
J. S. Bach
who shared
his poverty, Herman (b) Cirand Chorus
Th. Salome
Necker, a German, L'9 years of age,
Mrs. Uosa Futrelle-Gldoolast night, between 8:15 and 9 o'clock, "Tho Skipper"
Jude
Hied a
bullet Into his brain,
Mr. T. Y. Maynard.
the ball entering his head just above Reading
"The New Hired Girl"
the right ear, and ranging slightly
Miss Helen Hearrup.
downwards, lodged Just beneath the "Angels' Serenade"
Ilraga
skin of the left eye, causing instant
Mr. Carl J. Tolan.
-death.
Reading
on tho Ice"
Necker was born in Neustrelltz,
Miss Vida Johnson.
Germany, and came to America about Whistling Solo
Selected
Mr. Ixxmard Miller.
seventeen years ago. He was a carpenter by trade, but some three years heading
"Indvlllo Jim"
ago contracted consumption, leaving
Miss Ruth Pearce.
Reading
.."My Old Kentucky Home"
his home in Iowa, he went to Colorado
Mrs. N. J. Strumqulst.
for the benefit of his health. Not im"Sleep.
Little Rally of Mine". . Dennee
proving any, he came to Albuquer
Mrs. Martha lirown-Olbbque abiMit one year ago, moving into;
Heading
"Miss Splicer Tries Her
the cottage at 1207 Williams street,
Toboggan"
where he has since lived. ' For the
Miss May Owen.
past four months the unfortunate man
had been confined to his bed. His "Chorus of Angels". .. .Scot Ron Clark
Organ, Mrs. Gideon: Violin, Mr.
wife and
son occupied the
Tolan: Whistling obllgato, Mr.
little home of two rooms, witn htm.
Miller.
Heing without funds, the wife took in
.
Mrs. Martha Hrown-Gibb- s,
1.
.11.1
..1
a (. 1..
Mr. T. Y.
01
Mil
no.nnufi ami uiu iiouncw t, uim
Maynard, soloists.
might secure for him the comforts of
Futrelle-GldooMrs.
Rosa
accom-- .
life, medicine and a doctor's care.
panlste.
Daily, tho sick man grew weaker.
Mr. Carl J. Tolan, violin.
and daily his sufferings
increased.
Dally, he realized the hopelessness of
Mrs. Melville K. Stone, Jr.. wifo of
the struggle, anil dally his mind
the son of the Roneral manager of the
the
the
fact
that
to
faithful Associated Press, was an Albuquerque
wife was only hampered by his pres- visitor f'r an hour last. niK'ht.
ence. Often he talked to the little Stone arrived from the east and Mm
left
wife of suicide.
for the wist in ihn private car of K.
I
use,
no
dear;
"It's
can't git well, I.. Dohcny, the California 11 magnate,
and I can't stand my sufferings. Some who was In tho city with a party of
day I will end it ail. It will be bet- friends, woile en route home from a
ter for yon."
visit to Mexico.
One day when he hail brooded over
his troubles, his sickness and his sufTOO LATE TO CLARIFY
ferings, he wrote the note that, heads
this article. His mind was made up.
'A.TEL-I!cllb- oy
at Alvarado hotel,
Some day he would do the deed, not
in imagination, but in reality. Some
A nice new three-rooTO
RENT
day, when the chance presented itself.
cottage. tio8 Iron avenue. Inquire
Yesterday
eveninir
about
of owner, at tilfi Iron avenue.
o'clock his wife left htm tnw
moments, while fhe ran over to Mrs. TOR SAL1J New four-roocottage,
Robinson's, the next door neighbor,
two lots. West Hnca avenue. Inwho had bt en caring IV r their little
quire at No. 412 West Lead avenue.
boy, to get the child. Knowing that she
had left her husband testing easy, WANTED Six persons, ladles or gentlemen, to work In city on salary or
she remained a few moments to chat
with her neighbor.
commission. The persons must give
goo.! r lereiice.
(jowl pay. A thing
Now was tbo opixiit nne lime for the
thai will make, you money. Apply
husband. In the next room lying at
at lis South Fourth street, between
the bottom of a trunk, was a revolver.
He knew It was there, for no had turlu a. in. ami 12 o'clock, IVIday.
bid his wile removing it, saying that
n ... u
sne would need If fift,.
dragging his emaciated b'.!y from the
sick bed, he. crawled i ri this room,
secured the revolver, and returned to
the be(. Exhausted from ho exertion,
One Night Only
he lay quiet for a
moments,
gathering strength for !i next move
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
in the tragedy.
Taking the note tha' ne bad written some, days before, from its hiding
plan- - beneath his pillow, ho secured
AND PERRY
P ATT
a pencil from the table hat stood at
the head ct his bed, and added the
IN
following words, on the
side of
'he paper:
4 '4 4 4
To My Wife It will make it
easier all around, for both of us.
My real sufferings are just beginning.
hope Cod will bless you
and the baby, and forgive me.
You are not to blame. Goodbye,
darling. H. N.
4 4 4 4
4 4 4

(ue brown ixmy, ahcut. years old,
with one white foot and branded on
rigbi hip with
on left flank; also
a pinto pony about ti years old, with
while lace and four white legs. Wiii
lie sold at city i)und Monday morn-12- .
ing, March
at lo o'clock.
THOMAS' MciJIIJJX,
.'
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GROWN

Special Sales Every Saturday.
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PURE CHILE
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Albuquerque

Foundry and
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Machine. Works
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Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
ShafUan
jjUlJSJk, Qrle Bar8' B,bblt MeU1'' Colnmi M(, ,ron' Fronu w'
mmpmlr on Mining mud mm Mmchlnmry m pmclmlty
Foundry east wide ot railroad track.
Albaqaerqnt.,

J't'
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The St. Elmo

jOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
I 2 0 West Railroad Arouse

o o

.

0

.

Finest Whiskies

;

Wines. Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

o

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and Ciar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C
a
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C Bohemian and
Beerg
BotU
an(1 owners and distributor
J5w;fcScbJ,,U M'JwaJi)le.a,
rlte for our "luBtrated Catalogue and
Pr!thAfIrarAa(I0
Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Meiio.
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BLOW YOURSELF
VrWTE LILY cigar (a box of
tiiut brand would bo better) and watch
your waist ineasuro expand with,
pleasure and prldo. Honestly, the
WHIT13 LILY Is a smoke to make a,
sick man well, a well man Jump with
joy that he's alive and fit to smoke It.
All dealers at 5 cents the one; $2.00
the box of fifty.

A.
11314

J. RICHARDS

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

n,

8

i

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD MAKING.
Is the most Important ol all; that
Is

j

the selection

of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this If
Empress flour Is choeen. It Is so
good and makes such aweet, white
and nutritious bread aa to be un- surpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use It for that Tery
reason.

'

Wholesale Agent.

!

I

J
3

114 West Copper Ave.

m
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m

J

oj&veiniiirs
ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL
CLUB
OLD

AUSTRIAN

uJ"PltMr

ELKS' THEATRE

Eil

FROM

All

was now In readit.'

City Marshal. th u pUtjl, Wth a

Hteaiiy

KERRY

Raising
hand, he

i.

old Coin Flo ur

A

loaniig musical farce, comedy and
attraction,
introducing
wind' villimany new features.
Superior l.'nlformed Concert Hand
i:id Orrhest ra.

20 People

20

Scenery
Watch for Street Parade. ..
I'tices: ill, 7) and II; Children 2ikj
Scats on a!e at Mat son's Tuesday,
at 'J o'r.oi k.
March

BUILDING.

CHINA

and Crockery

I

117 Gold Avenue

ooooo.ooooo ooooooooaooj
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DANGERS OF THE DARK

BURGLARS!

Tho Telep'nono Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
Tho Telephone Is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Kire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.

YOU NEED A PHONE IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
00CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)0O009

A

CATHEDRAL

BORRADAILE & GO,.

l

f'--

JERRY

SALE.

ANTONIO

1

is

POUND

ENDS A LIFE

YORK

s.

NO CLUE TO IDENTITY OF THIEVES

Burglars were about again, last
evening. They visited two places of
business and made a haul at each
place. S. E. Newcomers' book and
stationery store was one of the
places "touched'' and the New YorK
saloon the other. At the Newcomer
store the thieves secured an entrance
by forcing the rear door.
They evidently took their lime In inspecting
the place,' for they helped themselves
to nothing but valuable urticles.
Two dozen gold mounted fountain
pens were stolen, together with a
stamp box, containing a few stamps
and about 75 cents in cash. A number of costly pipes were also taken,
just how many Mr. Newcomer is unable to say. The pens were valued
at $50 and the pipes probably will
represent a loss of about $25.
Mr. Newcomer discovered the hur-ihglary upon visiting the store
morning, and notified the police, No
arrests have been made as yet.
New York Saloon Robbery.
In effecting an entrance to the New
York saloon on South Second street
the thieves opened a rear window.
They confined their operations to a
slot machine once inside. Opening a
drawer In the side bar a bunch of
keys were found, one of which fitted
the money compartment to the machine, ltetween $10 and $15 was
found in the cash receptacle, which
it is perhaps unnecessary to paw was
removed.
The police are making a deieruiincd
erfort to locate the offenders but
with no success, thus far.
Tried to Steal a Harness.
OHieer llighbargain caught sight of
a man, late last nilit. tiTauitig off
wiih a sit of harness.
The policeman gave chase and in his flight the
would bo thief dropped the harness
and made bis escape, li proved to
be the property of the Albuquerque
Carrlagu company, whith was inadvertently left, banging out side of the
store when it close,! last night.

puiea me trigger.
The revolver
aroppea irom his hand as the bul)et
sped Into his brain. No one heard
OF SUFFERING the shot, and the wife, returning JttBt
before 9 o'clock, thought her husband
asieep. Approaching him, she noticed that his head was lying on a
Herman Necker, a German, box, which supported a cuspidor,
standing at the bedside, and In attempting to place him In a more comTires of Fighting
fortable position, discovered that he
was dead. looking around, she aw
Tuberculosis.
the pistol, where it had faJlen behind
this box. Then she knew that he
whom she loved, and who had sufSENDS BILLET INTO HIS BRAIN fered so long and patiently, was at
last at rest.
Hastily summoned neighbors telephoned for the police, who in turn
'
called an undertaker, and the curtain
My Dear Wife Forgive me, If
fell once more upon the last act of
4 I ever will do It, but you know
'
what I have suffered, and I can't '4 the tragedy of a life.
The funeral arrangements have as
4 stand it any longer. I stood this
'
yet not been completed, but it Is
all for you. Goodbye when the
v time
comes. So goodbye, wife 4 stated that the ceremonies will take
place tomorrow.
4 and baby. Your Husband and
Father.
4
4 4 4 '
4
4 4 MUSICAL AND

KOeO00e
THE NEW

Wootton

&

House Furnishing Line

Myer,

Oo To

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

Chas. L. Keppeler
323 South Second St.
Highest price paid for bousebold
New and second hand (roods
bousbt and sold. Phones: Store
Hed 2S2; House Black 2C3

Kouda.

RENTALS

and

When you want something in the

Farms

A!l Special

Correspondence Solicited.
13 S. Third St.,
AU3UQUEIIQUB . . . . N.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATK
M,

LOANS

Automatio phone 451.
Room 10. N. T- - Annljo Building.

ALDUQUEKQUE RVEK1NG

PA.GE SIX.
ft- -

AN OUTLINE OF

THE ELECTION LAW
Of

1905, Which Provides That
All Candidates Must Run
Under True Colors.

INDEPENDENT TICKETS ALLOWED

names thus printed do not. appear on
any other ticket or ballot.
The object of this law Is to prevent
the deception of those voters who
cannot rend, as well as to overcome
the tendency to fraud, as practiced
when names
tinder the law
of candidates appeared under the emblems of the rpposlng party.
Time of Elections.
In all other respects the law of
19i:! prevails, which provides for bion the first Tuesennial cily electli-.nday of April, of even numbered years,
at which time a mayor, city clerk,
city treasurer, one alderman and one
member of the board of education from
each ward, shall be elected, the city
officials to bold office for two years,
and aldermen and school board members for four years, t'pon other matters In this connection, the provisions
cf the compiled laws of 1897 prevail.
These provisions make K th? duty of
the el'y council to app4nt judges and
clerks of the election and to designate polling places. Returns of the
election shall be made to the city
clerk and shall be opened by him ou
the third dav after election. In the
presence of the mayor, or in the event
that the mayor has been a candidate,
then in the presence of a Justice, cf
the peace.

Owing t, ihp far I thai a number l
citizen of Allniqiiorquc hnve expressnn familiar
ed themselves as
in lis
with the elertlon law of
relation to city elections, a synopsis
of the act. whlc'ii was approved March
It!, liij. Is given below:
The Firat Paragraph.
The first paragraph provides that
jio candidate named by one political
onventloiiyean be named by any other
political convention; in other words,
every candidate must run under his
true colors, and cannot have his name
printed on a republican ballot and on
a democratic ballot, or any other bal- THE CLOSE OBSERVER
lot also. All names of candidates must
MAKtS MORE OBSERVATIONS
be filed with the probate cleric of the
county, he alone having authority to
order the ballots printed. It shall be ON THE LACK OF FIRE ESCAPES
unlawful for any one else to have
ROOMING
AND
ON
HOTEL
such ballots printed. Any ticket can
IN
HOUSE BUILDINGS
be scratched, however, and any name
on the ticket erased and any name
desired substituted, even If nuch
name appears on another ballot.
"I'd like to call your attention."
The Second Paragraph.
said the Close Observer, as he butThe second paragraph provides for tonholed the Scribe, "to the lack of
city
the filinK of the party emblem with fire escapes, provided for by aroomthe territorial secretary within thirty ordinance, on these hotel and
days after the passage of the act, by ing house buildings in the el'y of AFor myself, I live In a
the territorial chairman of each party. lbuquerque.
bungalow, and need no fire
Any territorial convention can change
its emblem by adopting any emblem escapes, but I love my fellowman, and
it chooses, provided that emblem Is I like to see human life held at its
not In use by some other party. If true value, and on a par, at least,
.an emblem has not been filed with the with the Almighty Dollar.
for in"Now take that building
secretary, aay convention or primary
of a parly may select an emblem, and stance," went on the C. O., as they
building. "The
it Is the duty of the first territorial passed a three-storconvention
held thereafter by the third floor of that building Is devof
.party, to adopt and file such emblem to hotel purposes. There Is a front
stairway, and a narrow side stairway,
as selected.
' true, but how on earth could people
The Third Paragraph.
on the third floor escape if a fire
The third paragraph provides for suould
destroy the stairways before
the printing of the ballots at the ex- they made their escape by them? It
pense of the county, by the county re- would mean jump or burn, and either
corder. No person or candidate shall way would result disastrously for the
accept nomination to more than one guests thus cooped up. Why. that
office, or by more than
one party. place wtuld be. a veritable death trap
Every ballot shall be headed with the If a Are
break out on tne first
party emblem. All ballots shall be or secondshould
floor and destroy the stairof the same grade of paper and the ways.
same size, and each ballot shall be en"Here is anoihtr one," went on the
dorsed on the back with the f;c simile C. O., as they passed a three-storhosignature of the county recorder. Any tel building on First street. "One
person violating any parts of the stairway leading from the second
above act shall be considered guilty floor to the street, one rear stairway,
of a felony, and upon conviction, shall and not a fire escape. Same thing
ba punished by confinement in the ter- here as at the first one I told you
ritorial penitentiary for a period of alKJtit, a death trap, In case of a fire
from one to five years.
destroying
these stairways on the
Independent Tickets Allowed.
second floor before the third floor
Contrary to the popular supposition guests had made use of them.
"And here Is another," as they conthe above act docs not prohibit independent tickets, for any primary or tinued down First street. "A
hotel with cne little narrow
convention can adopt a party name
and emblem, so long as the name and front stairway. No fire escape here.
emblem Is not In use by any other Down on West Railroad avenue there
pariy, and can print thereon the are some more Just like it; a stairnames of Us candidates, provided the way, but no fire escapes.
one-stor- y
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CANNOT EE EXCELLED. SEE
THAT YOUR ORDER CALLS FOR

-

Neuralgia!

Sprains
Bruises
PRICE

255000
SOLD
BY

A!! Druggists
Pr. Earl S.Sloan
BOSTON MASS. USA.

RICHEST WOMAN GIVES

"Why, say, half of them haven't
even got. a rope In the room for you
to slide down In case of being cut off
I know;
I've
from the stairways.
slept In some of them. I'm going to
call the attention of the people who MRS. WEIGHTMAN
WALKER, OF
are supposed to enforce these city
PHILADELPHIA, WITH $50,000,000
to the flagrant Ignoordinances
TO THE GOOD, WILL LIVE OVER
ring"
Bti; once again the luckless Scribe
A STORE DOES IT TO SHOW
managed to make his escape.
HER CONTEMPT OF MODERN
MADE
SNOBBERY
HER MAD
THfc GOOD THINGS
BY TELLING HER WHAT SHE
"OWED SOCIETY."
STATEHOOD PROMISE

SOCIETY A FIERCE SNUB

The. Roswell Tribune gives half a
dozen reasons why we should have
statehood. Read them. They are
good ones:
First We have practically no representation In congress. If statehood
carries, we get two able senators, two
members of congress and an entire
Judiciary elected by the people.
Second We get $5,000,000 public
school fund.
Third We get 24,000,000 acres of
public lands, worth $100,000,000.
Third We get $150,000 for the expenses f the constitutional convention.
Fifth We get $."ifl0,00O for expenses
of the state elections, all of which
will be spent In the new state, which,
with other donations, will put $1,000,-00- 0
more In circulation in the new
8! ate.
Sixth Our taxes will be reduced
f
and capital and Immigration
will flow In from every quarter of the
United States.
Seventh The great state of Arizona
will regulate transportation, and instead of being taxed double ra'es on
freights over Texas and California,
we can demand and enforce transportation rates, which will put us on
an equal basis with Texas and
one-hal-

two-stor- y

APEING THE RICH IN KENTUCKY.
Sam Couch has made war on white
collars. He says a poor man has no
right to wear paper collars. Hyden
(Ky.) Thousandstlcks.

$ :Jr::mi

Philadelphia, March 8. Mrs. Annie
Weight man Walker, said to be the
richest woman In America and !ielress
to the $50,000,000 left by William
Welghtman, the quinine king, of Phil
adelphia und New York, is going to
j
live over a store.
The announcement has fallen with
the force of a thunderclap on society.
In New York, Philadelphia and Lon-'- ,
don.
The dream that Mrs. Wielght-- !
man Walker's millions were to fall
in a golib n stream over society Is
shattered.
It is n.u Altogether the motive of
economy or the desire to add to her
little Income of $2,000,000 a year
that has influenced Mrs. Walker In
her action. She said to her business
representative just before her departtire for the west:
"When the provisions of my father's
will were made known, the first thing;
that I heard after the period of mourn-- !
ing was over was cf the duty I owed
to society. On every hand this was
dluned Into my ears. It wasn't long
before I discovered that I was expected to do my duty by watering society
with gold.
"This was not exactly my own view
of my position. I have vainly tried
to make my friends understand that,
having been a practical business woman for a number cf years, I Intended
to remain a business woman. My
mental horizon is not uounded by a
house at Newport, a house In New

v,

VV.'

'.

j

V

the modern snobbery of the four hundred, whlcu affects to despise trade,
by turning the basement and first
floor of my home, 132 and 1328 Walnut Btreet, into a store, and 'living
over the shop.' "
The Weightman homestead in Walnut street, one of the famous landmarks of Philadelphia, Is in a section
where the gradual trend of business
is driving out what, until a few years
ago, was an exclusively residential
quarter.
r
Mrs. Jones Wlstar, the
Vlghtman Walker, whose
of Mrs,
suit to break the will is pending in
the probate court, retains her posliion
as the social leader of Philadelphia.
Mrs. Weightman will live over the
shop and she retains the millions.
half-siste-

Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., is the subject of much Interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the throat and congestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die, when, as a last resort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
It. saved my life."
Cures the worst,
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonsil
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
5Uc and $1.00. Trial little free.

FRANK CRITICISM.
Snyx preached Sunday night
on charity.
The sermon was punk.
If the reverend gentleman would live
It will not cost you a cent to try up a little closer to what he preached
Stomach and Liver he'd have bigger congregations. PoChamberlain's
Tablets, and they are excellent for cahontas (Va.) Times.
stomach troubles and constipation.
Try a Cn.izen want ad.
(let a free sample at any drug store
Rev.

in

CHARACTER
That every ingredient must be of choicest
selection, and the brewing, fermenting,
agin? an- so on faultless, is told in
the taste
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Weightman Walker and the
house that will contain a store.
Mrs.

York, and a third establishment In
Park lane. I had not the strghtesi
intention of paying tribute in london
to the crowd of female harpies, titled
and untitled, who find their chief
source of Income in the ambitious
American woman.
"I can testify to my contempt for

BEER

12a

El
'

ft

I

SKI
SHILWAUKET-- J
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But there's something else: an inde- scribable element that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality. In a word, it
is Character. There's a most satisfying,
grateful flavor that i3 alv;'vs a. distinct
Wats quality.

VAL DLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

lAlwaya tho

Sams Good

Old.

Dealer.

"Blatz"

f

VER

WEI! YOU

A CITY?

1

Yotin Go Bowim or Up?
ec4ioim? iStay--B- id
Tal&e Notice Yo
Up, Youa Home-Builde- rf

aw THE Residlemice

MvestoirS

'
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1
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that Albuquerque is a city; a steady, rapidly growing CITY Do you know the critical stage
long passed; that no matter where or how this Territory may develop, Albuquerque
demands her toll; that she is IT

DO you realize

You Men Who

Again, You Conservative Speculators

Dream of Money
ALBUQUERQUE?"

that Silver Avenue and the adjacent blocks comprise the
CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION? That, beginning at one park, and
ending at another, it will also be parked on both sides throughout its length?
DO you know

DO you- know we own the "CAPITOL HILL OF
That we possess the limited supply of what, from this time forth, MUST be in
much demand? That we, and we only, have THE HEIGHTS THE SLOPE
THE VIEW? That, in one compact tract, only eight blocks from the heart of
the city, we hold over fifty blocks to be devoted to residence purposes excluetc? That
sivelyNo Factoreis, No Stores, No Saloons, No Boardiog-houseproperty
your
we own our own water plant and will furnish you water, piped to
line,' at a price guaranteed to be less than the present rates? That we have established two large parks, and, at our expense, will build the cement walks
and line the streets with trees?
-

is

is drawn beyond which no dwelling may
That, on this street, a building-lin- e
project? That, though no time limit is imposed, yet here no residence, when
constructed, shall cost less than $4000? That these excluding clauses follow in
all deeds and assure to the purchaser and his heirs, for all time to come, his
home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such

s,

OAJ THIS A VENUE
you Ambitious
Man 9
We Mow Offer Building Sites, 100x132 -Feet, SWOO to $1200!t a Think
.
mm
Borrow If Neccessary; But tzuyl wait, and Someone win ue jssaa xo ireaie

JUST SIXTY SITES

m M

m

w

W

m

mm

your Price! We Hold Not All the Best, but the Best of All!
--

TMMT!

HI

"H'lH

Mil' III

1

II

Company
ImprovementSelling
The Terrace Addition
Agent
M. P. SI MM, Secretary and
A

I
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ALHUaUEHOCTK

THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 190.

CIT1ZKN.

AGE SEVEN.

THIRD STHEET

Meat Market
MadeWhat

By All Odds the Best

of Fresh and 8alt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Bulldiug, ;ortn Third Street.

Is It?

Gold Com Flo

Wholesale Grocers

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS,
OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes.
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five yeara an a
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and

That Your Grocer Gives You Gold Coin Flour

See

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kind

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Pel ta-

rn

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Established In 1882

F. G. PRATT

&

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im

The First Rose of Summer

CHILD

tfJ'isT-sS-si-

1

J.
Both Phones
Sole

Agent

WITH

MATCHES.

and Fancy
Groceries

little child of Mrs. Greice was
badly burned the other evening at
Mrs. Dyke's, a neighbor of Mrs.
(irelces, where the little girl was
playing with some matches, together
with other children, says the Raton
Range. The high wind caught the
blaze o' ... match In the child's clothing and she was badly burned about
the head and one arm and shoulder
Her hair was burned ompletcly off BIG THEFTS OF
on one side and she suffered' intensely.
No doubt the child would
CATTLE CHARGED
have lost her life but for the presence of mind of a man near who took
off his coat and flung it over her, THOMAS PRIDEMORE, A FORMER
MANAGER
OF
EL
CAPITAN
extinguishing the flames.
COMPANY, IS UNDER ARREST.
The accident occurred near to the
Qrelce home, east of the fair grounds.
A special dispatch
from Roswell,
dated March tith, says: Word camu
1WENTY-EIGHPEONS TO
through private advices tonight saying Thomas Pridemore was under
COMPETE WITH KANSAS LABOR
in Mexico, awaiting the arrival
of the sheriff
of this (Chaves
UNITED STATES HEAD TAX CER- county.
TIFICATES ARE VERY CRUDE
Pridemore was formerly manager
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
IN FORM, INDEED.
of the El Capitau
and Cattle
supplies and bone-powe- r
pumpccmpany, here, and is wanted on the and
Train No. 10 carried only twenty-eigh- t charge of conspiring to steal 973 head ing outfits.
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
peons this morning, which Is a of cattle. It Is claimed
that Prlde-:noi- e,
small consignment
in
comnarlson
as manager of the companv,
with the gangs that have been passing sold 1,973 head of cattle to Morris &
through the city almost dally for the Bivins. and made returns to the com
past wonin. wie gang tills morning pany for only 1,000 head,
was accompanied by several women
Morris & Bivins, the purchasers, Is
and children, which would indicate j a well known cattle firm .and they
that they had come to stay some are charged with being
parties to
time. Only & very small percentage the alleged Immense embezzlement,
of them carried
the little yellow Tiny have been arrested, but the
pasteboard, which would Indicate that ofl.eers suppressed the news .lest the
they had paid their nead tax. Uncie publication might result In thwarting
Sam charges them $2 for coming Justice. When the report that Pride- across tne line rrom Mexico, which is more nan ueen arrested reached here
far 1o. little, when the damage thev tonight tin- - whole story was given
do in competition with the American
Tn' la" grand jury Indicted the
is taken Into
im
this argument is home out by the fact ,llrw nwn. and they will be tried at
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
term oi me ciisinct conn
that ihe native of Mexico can live for l,lt
ess man one-nawnat It costs an Pridemore went to Las Casas Grande.
Kp warm and cnjo tho cold
!!" went lag t porli ctUUiUd,
American. The United States au- Mexico, where he has been operating
tailor made
thorities should also take into con- a mine. He was living with his famHo is
sideration the unsavory class of citi- ily there when apprehended.
Frost King
zens the average native of Mexico one of the old time cattlemen of New
or Frost Queen
u
"nu
K"own
tno,
makes. The police court records of
,ln
Chamois Vest
?,lock ircles of he leading cities
Albuquerque shows that a
country. Sheriff Woodruff has
Mnda of chamois,
.
e..n. ,f
,vo l..f.
w,,..
"
'
with
flannel
.... f,. ..iai co, and will return with
Unlit, aoTt and
.V,o-- .l
...I.,.
and tir cnm...n viiaiftUU
Willi KTttVei
I.lko ewythlni of.n In thla
offenses of recent years, have been the prisoner in a few days.
alorv, thaw et. am inaranuod
natives cf Mexico. Very few of them
to give ant In aat iftfactioa.
Torture by Savages.
read or write and have little to do
rrtta, $3.00
"Speaking of the torture to which
with the upbuilding of cities outside some of the savage tribes In the PhilFonSAttllt
of doing the rough work for less ippines subject their captives, reminds
money than ihe American can live me of tho intense suffering I endured The Williams
Drug Co.
for.
for three months from Inflammation
BLUE FRONT STORE.
The head tax cards carried by those of the kidneys," says W. M. Sher- 117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
passing through tho city this morning man of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
I
were very crude, being written In lead me until I tried Electric nitters, three
pencil in the following form:
bottles of which completely cured me.'
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
El Pus-;- . Tex., March 7, 190H.
WAS
disorders and malaria; and restores
(Name of bearer.)
the weak and nervous to robust
Emporia. Kansas.
by all druggists.
Price
A

1

iRUs

Mr. Bean

SERIOUSLY BURNED
PLAYING

to be seen in our Carper Room
an unit is
r jwhlcn is replete wim
Of!.!
' new mm mi
n.nlnnl
'
iiiini Ini Plodcm
""
Colors of Carpets and Ruga.
' We also carry a large line or pani
cs and can have any size Rugs
it made on shore notice.
Id

It

boden's Granite Flour.
results
the
of the "lionus
Staplft
system of pay for mechanics, which
v
vogue
in
In
has been
the larger shops
of the Santa Fe since last fall. It
was reixirted by a railroad man a few Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
days ago that the "bonus" system had
Earth.
worked out a great reduction In the
forces of every shop where It had Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 8outh Second Street.
been Introduced and that It was proving n big saving to the company, but
the truth of this report Is doubtful,
as is shown by the statement made by
estate-nota- ry
insurance;
Mr. Mean last week, when he said that
PUBLIC.
the success of the new Bystem remains Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
i
ren.
ii
Auiumaua ieiepnone, 174.

several Inches of skin are consplcti-- !
ous by their nbsence, and both velocipede and roadmnster are in the
shops for repairs.

Cor. Coal and Second

for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

ar-le- st

TO

SE-

M

CURE BARGAINS IN

ARNEPS
SADDLES1
BRIDLES

M
M
M

LAP ROBES

M

AND ETC.

H
M

We are offering some very s peeial prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get oat prices before you buy.

M

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

H

woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. if other laundries shrink them, bring tbem to at
and we will straighten them out for you.

flSC!

j

n,

er

I.OW PRICES

Crumley, tin- - Southern
yardmaster at LonlwImrK, who
was taken to the boKpiial Ht Kl I'uso,
last week, with a badly crushed foot,
had to have the foot amputated. Reports from tlie honpital hay that he
is doins well, and a speedy recovery
is expected.
.1.

l':i-cif- .c

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner first and
Road.
Tljora

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Genral Bolldhig Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you ahould look over our very
large new stock of the latest stylo Carriages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.
Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Is

'

The Southern Pacific Railway company has a gang of men at work at
Stein's Pass, Gram county, to erect "a
roc crusher, to crush ihe Immense

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

j

Kxcepting the date, which was
stamped with a rubber stamp in red
inK, tne above
was written in a
scrawling hand upon a very poor
piece of pasteboard.
This morning's consignment
rode
upon a pass reading "Emporia Kan- sas."

COc.

TWyffi3aJai
B
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1

KILLthe
CURE

and

Dr. King's

WITH

SANTA FE IN CONSULTATION

SUCCESS OF "BONUS SYSTEM" OF
REMAINS

fONSUMPTION

OUGHSand
J0LDS

Price
60c $1.00
Free Trial.

"ft

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.
CXKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlO

CARPET

THORNTON Tho

CLEANING
Clomnmr
He Is the

J

Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- n
In? Unit fihlnntniv im na
r A
setting up, and is no upstart at Y
the business. There is no oth- er Just Thornton. Both 'phones. 0
737 South Walter Street.
4

COPer Ton
-

COKE

MILL

rme

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Raldrldgo's
yard.

WOOD

M,

KINDLING

f

PHONES

mccccoccxxxoccooooooeoooc
dfissrretK

aa.

isa'Araa.

Colo., Red 284; Auto,

Lucero

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

IP YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices wlH be from 25c to 30c.

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 535. Office,
ington Arenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.

WaH.Hahn&Co
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of The Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
lDi 'e8ldence lots, size

?n.

rpL,,V.n,

25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publlt school houis. costommerelal club: a Population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile eatabllshments In New Mexico; tho Belen Patent-Rollemill, capacity. 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean, and
ha, In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated
70-fo-

-

r

etc.

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE
WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are In the center of the cltywell graded, (many 0f them
s
improved by cultivation) no sand or gravel. We need a
bakery, tailor shop, shoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc . etc. Also a
s
modern hotel
first-clas-

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

aw

?l

JOHN BECKER,

President
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DEEDS.

mjr
WM. M. , BERGER, Secretary
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UP TO DATE SIGNS

MILL

A. E. WALKER,

!

DOTH

PLANING

KXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOOOOOOC1COO

&G.OO
STEAM

here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
'
AlBUQUErfQUE

Amarlcmn Block X

Ccrrlllot

Surest and Uuicket Cure for eUl
THROAT and LUNG TBOUB-hSor MONET BACK.

Am

SCREEN TIME
Is

OCODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC'

B,

Alfred I.ovell, general superintendent of machinery of the Santa Fe, is
expected to arrive from the east tonight on train No. 1, supposedly for
the purpose of meeting S. I. Henn,
superintendent of machinery on the
Santa Fe coast lines, who has been in
the city for the past few days Inspecting the local shops.
Although none of those In authority
will confirm this statemtnt, it is believed that Mr. Ixve)l is coming here
for the purpose of considering with

nlFrl'i "PflW

A GttAOl
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines. Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

TOT

New Discovery

BIG MACHINERY MEN OF

PAY FOR MECHANICS
TO BE SEEN.

cough
LUNC8

THE

N. T. Armljo Building.

17,

had far better bo done right In the
beginning, as Niereby endless repairs
are unnecessary.
That Is why it
pays to hnvo your plumbing installed
by first class workmen. Real estate
owners nevor regret their contracts
with the Standard Plumbing Co., as
they have tho best of reasons for appreciating the care, skill and experience exorcised by men who are thorough masters of their trade.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

MEXICO.

NEW WORK

health-Guarantee- d

.

& CO.,

NEW

M
the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

a

coal fields.

ZJll

Located on the Been Cut-o- ff
n 3sl23
is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N.
at

currently reported that I). L.
Matchellor, now Santa Fe agent at
Sallna. Kan., will be transferred to
Las Vegas to till the position made
vacant by the resignation of William
I. Lucas. l.as Vegas people had hoped
that Richard Larrlinore would receive the appointment.
a
H. .1. Simmons, general manager of
the Kl Paso & Southwestern railway,
in an Interview in El Paso, Texas, the
other day, denied that the El Paso &
Southwestern had bought from the
Rock Island the road from Tucumcarl
'o Santa Rosa. In order to give the
Southwestern its own trackage from
Kl Paso all the way
the lawson
It

l"-l--

IA

EASY TERMS

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

h.

it

v

A WA Y

for your vehicles And iiarneM wlien O
you can buy them at home end see
what vou nr eettine. and va sr V '
right here to stand by them.

fiTSEul

j

Jose E. Chaves, a live stock agent amount of rock which will be used
of the Santa Ke at Helen, arrived for ballast on the road in New Mexico and Arizona during the next few
in the city last night.
years. After the crusher Is completS. W. Mlullinlx o Raton, master ed the gang will be sent to Lordsburg
mechanic of the Santa Ke shops there, to build a new depot, stock pens and
'wss in the city last evening, on busi- a. round house.
ness.
Word comes from I .as Vegas that
Frank K. Summers, who was con- the St. louls, Rocky Mountain & Paductor on the Santa Fe's New Mex- cific Railway company has won anico division, has been appointed train other point In Its case, now being
master at Raton, vice Dan Coughlin. tried, involving the interests of that
road and the Raton & Des Moines.
A. Ix)vell, mechanical superintend- The condemnation
brought
ent of the Santa Fe system, who is on by the former roadproceeding
for the purpose
a tour of Inspection, arrived in the of securing right of way
was decided
city last night.
by Judge Mills in favor of the plainM
and the application of the Raton
Frank A. Murphy, president of the tiffs
& Des Moines to appear as interven- Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix rail- ors
The injunction
road, passed through Albuquerque, againstwas denied.
tho St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
yesterday, iln his private car. en &
Pacific was dissolved and an orroute to Washington.
der allowing that road to take imme- The Eastern railway of New Mex- - dia,p possession of the lands of A.
Thompson and others who opposed
ieo, lias decided to go deeper
with
its well at Mountainair. The welli,ho riht of wa' over their lands,
is down now about 050 feet and has alwas issil'l by the court.
good deal of water, but not as much
John Trainor, roadtnaster
of the
as the well on the towiisite.
ltio Grande division of the Santa Fe,
when
on
nt
work
the road, uses a
H. A. Chamberlain of Topeka. claim
agent for the Santa Fe, arrived in gasoline motor railroad velocipede, or
he used to, until two days
the city, last evening, to look into at least
Now he uses arnica and bandthe killing by the cars of J. W. Pax-to- ago.
an inquest over whose death a ages, it happened near Helen. Road-mustTrainor was on his motor veton. an inquest over wh ;se death was
locipede ,and was in a hurry. The
held today.
velocipede was doing about a third
Mr. and Mrs. .1. p. Muckel of Kan- of a mile a minute, and Trainorliad
sas City, who have been inspecting just advanced the spark a few
and supervising the installation
of notches, to Increase the speed ' when
happened,
just what,
furniture and fixtures of the new something
Harvey house dining room in R! Paso Headmaster Trainor did not have
station, returned to this eiiv. yester- time to find out. At any rate, the
velocipede left the track at a tanday.
gent, the roadmaster left the veloThe Eastern railway of New Mex- cipede, and the earth, coming in conico will soon begin the erection of tact with Trainor's face, left marks
buildings, consisting of depot, section thereon.
One eye is in mourning.
house, round house and coal pockets,
at Mountainair. It will also put
up a steel tank, which is being used
now all along the Santa Ke system.
Richard Warren, of El Paso, lias
been appointed traveling freight and
passenger agent of the El Paso &
Southwestern railway and of the Chicago. Ruck Island & New Mexico
railroad, wih office in El Paso. Texas.
li'. 'John I,. Norris, physician for
tlie Santa Fe Central railway at
arrived in Santa Fe ami will
lie there several days on business and
A
pieaauie comiuned. On his return LA
home, he will be aerompanh ed by his
Hfl

BACK OF P. O.

DON'T SEND

r,!i-labore-

RAILROAD TOPICS

"Red Wagons"

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

A.D. JOHNSON

T

M

.

B. A. SLEYSTER
real

D. EMMONS.

THiS CHANCE

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking-We hate added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle

m

.

h

PACE

1L

--.'H

AiNTD

Fair tonight; warmer
portion. Friday, fair.

$3.50

SHOES

Don't Forget to Use

footwear.
You can get them in any reliable
leather you prefer; Patent Colt, Vici
Kid, Velain Calf, Box Calf, Black or

Best and Cheapest.

Fe.

are Being constantly received, which
Insures our customers receiving perfectly fresh articles. We handle only
the best and most reliable brands of
every kind of food products, and sell
prices.
theia at
bed-roc-

F. F. TROTTER

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hlckox

The

South Second St

oK5ooeooooooooo

Co.

Hickox-Mayna- rd

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
NICEST

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

AND OPTICAL DEOF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICA-

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE
TIONS.

AND

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS

BY

MAIL, AND

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

Sooth Second Street

JUST iN

. . .

Whitmans Candies
The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choo olates and
the purest of the
bon-bon-

pUTfc.

J. H. ORIELLY GO, Druggists

Barneit Building

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
.

Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

ran

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

Three more hoarders can be ac
Charli s F. Spader, the Hernallllo commodated at Mrs. Downs, rurt South
mornmerchant, returned home this
Arno. .
ing from a business trip to the city.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
Elwood Wilson returned to his home
in Saranae Lake, X. V., last, evening,
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY
alter a visit with friends In the city. COMPANY.
After a pleasant visit with her
Dr. Payne, one of the best known
brother, A. If. Hall, Miss Ida Hall re
turned to her homo In Mcl'hers.n. eeturers on travel, cave ns thp rich
treat of 70.0(10 miles of travel. The
Kan., yes erday.
are exoulsitelv colored. They
Prof. Stoll, of the Albuquerque views
this season at
Business college, is dangerously ill wore the best shown
Chautauqua Herald.
with typhoid fever at his homo on Chautauona.
night at I,ead Avenue
Thursday
South Walttr street.
Methodist Episcopal church. "Rome,
F. J. Houston Is still selling bicy the Eternal City."
cles and bicycle sundries at actual
o
cost to reduce stock and mtrke room
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
'
for other goods.
RECLEANED WHEAT, MACHINE
George W. Champion, manager oi
the Albert Faber company's carpet SHELLED CORN. ROLLED BAR
department, was called to Defiance, LEY, GROUND OATS, CORN CHOP,
E.
Ohio, yesterday, on private business. CORN GRIT FOR CHICKENS.
W.FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND.
There will be a stated convoca
tion of Rio Grande Chapter No. 4,
ASK YOUR GROCER
FOR "AR
Royal Arch Masons, this evening, at
VERY HIGHEST
7:30 o'clock, for work in the past NOLD'S BEST."
PATENT FLOUR.
master degree.
Joquel,
who worked in The
Joseph
FOOD FOR CHILDREN
Citizen oflice a few years ago, has
purchased from Russ Klsiler the Las
Mm. Pennpll
wishra in m,'r flit
Vegas News. Mr. KIstlor will con
ladies of the city who are Interested
Unite to edit the paper.
Superintendent John Stein, of the in cookerv for the sick and convales
Harvey system, arrived this morn cent, and In the preparation of foods
ing from a visit to Kl Paso, where the for patients and your children. At
Harvey system is preparing to open 12t) South Fourth street, In rear of
sn eating house in the new El Paso Gas Company's office, on Friday after
noons, from 2 to 4. All nurses are
I nlon depo;.
especially requested to be present.
Chairman Bennett, of the Elks'
o
special grand lodge committee, an
Mm T1 TY I'ovoivlnlo tins nrvTv win
nounces a meeting tonight of the
committee at the oflice of the Surety ter hats that will be sold this week,
Investment company. All members of beginning on Thursday, tlie purchas
ers to name me price, west uoiu
the committee are urged to be
avenue.
Mrs. Noa Iifeld, Mrs. B. Spitz and
MILLINERY
Mis. James Grunsfeld, accompanied by
their sister, Miss Irma Schutz, will
arrive in the city tomorrow morning
Oa March 1, Mrs. D. D. Coverdale
from El Paso. Miss Schutz, while In took over her old millinery store on
this city, will be the guest of Mr. Gold avenue, Mrs. Breen retiring. Mrs.
and Mrs. James Grunsfeld.
L. H. Shoemaker has been placed In
F. L. Gray, the accused confidence charge 'of the trimming department.
man, who with S. I.. Morris, was un- and during Mrs. Coverdale's Illness
der errest charged with fraud, secured will conduct tho business, selling on
a bondsman last evening and was re Thursday of this week all the tall auu
leased from the county jail, where he winter hats in stock, at prices set by
una been confined for some time, the purchaser.
Mrs., Coverdale pro
Morris secured his liberty a few days poses to sell all old hats In stock this
ago.
week, in preparation for a new stock,
Regular Sabbath services Friday which has been purchased. The forvenlng at 7:45 at Temple Albert mal spring opening will be announced
This is the week of Purim, commem- later.
orating the deliverance recorded In
COCX)CXDCXXXXXXXXX)CXXXXX;
tue book of Esther. Rabbi Kaplan's
sermon will be a character sketch of
USE
Human, Mordicai and Esther, with ap
plication to modern life.
The New Mexican says: Georgo W.
Hickox, who knows as much about
ihu jewelry business as any man in
the United States, and who Is now
conducting a jewelry establishment
at Albuquerque, spent a few days in
the city on a visit to his family. He BOOOOCOOCXDCOOCxDCOOCOOCOOOa
It ft for Albuquerque at noon today.
ATTENTION GENTLEMtM
Charles A. Lewis, a telegraph oper
your suit now for "Easter,"
Order
by
at
employed
ator
the Santa Fe
Alameda, became drunk last night. and be well dressed. You know our
kicked a young boy off the walk, and reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Eighteen
made a nuisance of himself In gen- styles, and lowest prices.
eral. He pleaded guilty In police court hundred new samples to select from.
this morning, and was fined ?15 Nettleton Tailoring Agency
Lewis "hocked" his watch to dodge
114 South Third street.
the fifteen days' labor on the streets
After exactly a month's absence
"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
from the city, Dr. C. H. Conner, the
asteopatii, arrived home this morn FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
ing from Phoenix, Ariz., where he MUSCLE.
went on February 8 to recuperate OOOOCOOOCXDOCJOCXDOOOCOOOOC
from a case of typhoid fever, which
canio near causing his death in DeUSE
cember. The doctor's many friends
will be pleased to learn that he has
full yrecovered and is heavier than he
was previous to his illness. Dr. Con
ner expects to open his oflice on Mon'
Charles Vorhes, of Rolen, paymaster
Construction
for the Lantry-Shaf- p
is
company, on the Santa Fe cut-of- f,
in the city to attend a meeting of the
Royal Arch Masons, which will take
place tonight. Charlie says that he
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COMPLETE LINE OF COOKS' CAPS,
PANTS, APRONS
AND COATS
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KEEP
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BETTER GET OUR PRICES

Full Line of Waiters'
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Notice to Property Owners.
Tho law makes It the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
March, to see that such property Is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment, rolls. Property returns
are now being received nt the assessor's oflice. In the court house.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.

all the very new styles
and patterns of a season, which before Its
end, bids fair to eclipse all others In the

OOGC

-

v:cccxxoocxxxxxx

BRINGING FORTH

way of novelties

THE NEW SPRING SUIT In

point of style Is
decidedly different from anything previously shown. Coats are cut full with the length 3
to four Inches longer than last season's garments. Pants are full hlped; Vests with or
without collar
THE NEW SPRING SUIT In point of color
Is decidedly grey; different stripes; plaids
and combinations, but decidedly grey - -

USE

COLD COIN
FLOUR.
TICKETS
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BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Aoclatlon Offlet
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All JLll

SIMON OTERN

Guarantied

HOSENFIELD S,

118

V. R. R. Ave.
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o

ORIOLE

GOLD

Coats-Wh- ite

:

IS

I

f.

A

"BOOST."

I

j
"UNCLE JOHNNY."
O

NOW

THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET

MAPLE
SYRUP

l- -

Absolutely
I PURE
I MAPLE

frir

TODAY.

GOLD COIN

4

FLOUR

TRY IT

ooooooocfoeoo
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON
"THE WORLD'S BEST."

3

V

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

17

North First Street
South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

Writa for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
The largest stock west of Kansas City.

&

THE BEST MANUFACTURED

HARDWARE
MdNTOSHSUCCESSORS
TO
J. POST

WHOLESALE

P

HOES
RAKES

CO.

M

COMPANY

fc
HARDWARE

RETAIL
v

ows

SPADES
SHOVELS

IVES,
J19

A

FULL

LINE

OF

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE

STCDEHAKKR

ROSES,

THe FLORIST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 7:3.

nrn w ism

1

I

IS THE TIME

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

122
S. Second

BEST

a

COIN FLOUR

WAG ONS

HONEYSUCKLESWE HAVE THEM.

E.L.WASHBURN CO.

THE

ARE

HARROWS

TO PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUBS AND

tt'eef Co.4

GOODS

CULTIVATORS
ROAD SCRAPERS

or Black

DESIRED

CANNED

ASK MERCHANTS FOR IT

I

ClotHniea?
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"KNOCK"
WE

FI RST
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GOLD COIN FLOUR

day.

'

WKKIC

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

EVERY

Jtfegk

THIS

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

8, 1908.
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USE

COLD COIN
FLOUR.

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watdbea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

tin- -

.

ocoooo)oooooo)oco
New Goods

120

ocxx:ccocjooococoooc)coc)o

tip-to-

Pocnrrn miller,
la upending the day in the city.
Miss Dora Sol Is in the rlty fnim
Isletu visiting and shopping.
D. G. Murray, a contractor cr thU
city. Is nt Santa l"e on IhisIih-rmHost
meals In the clfy, at
I ho
Columbus hotel. Family style.
Bolero Romero, the well known
sheep raiser, Is hern from Los Lunas.
Attorney Kllswnrth Innalls has
from n business trip to Santa
.lohn GreenwuM,

profitable shoes to buy.
We shall, be pleased to have you
call and examine our stock.

and

GOLD COIN FLOUR.

FAMOUS

Tan.
They are made by the Goodyear
Welt process and feel easy from the
beginning. No breaking in required.
Considering their style, wear and
comfort you will find them the most

118

southeast

THURSDAY, MARCH

ip

.

up-to-da- te

COPYR6t'

In

Sun rise, 6:22; set, 6:01; length
Moon rose this morning at 5
11:39.
o clock. Full moon will occur Satur
day at 3:02 in the afternoon. The day
Mrs,
has been absolutely perfect.
Beecher died on this day, 1897.

They please the eye because they
represent the latest ideas in

Nos.

from Bert Vor
hes, his brother, formerly n
inr. Inst June, when he
wrote from Fairbanks. Alaska, that he
was preparing to go up tlx- innnn
had
river, where a new gold strike Ttcrf
In the letter
1hen been made.
stated that he would probably spnul
the winter on the Knnana.
T. V. Carroll, the assistant elecTeletrical engineer of the Postal
graph Cable roiiipany. with headquarcity, and
ters In Chicago. Is In thewith
a call
favored The itlzen olllee
the
this morning. Vent ago. when
Postal ha. I first established an oflice
In this city, on Gold avenue, opposite
The Citizen office, Mr. Carroll wss-on- kept
he
oneiaturs:
f tiw. i.ififient
climbing the ladder a"d now holds the
above Important position, lie n.m
given the local oilice an Inspection
on in
nimarnl us. and finds erory- thltiir under .Mr. Hawkins, the local
p
manager, in
order. Mr. Carroll came In from the south this
morning, and will leave for the north
tonight on the No. 8 passenger train.
A boon ro tired, aching feet our
woman's Juliets, soft kid slippers,
flexible hand turned s.des, plain or patent leather tips, broad or medium
wide toes, low leather or rubber heels.
They aro unsurpassed In comfort and
1.3;
wear. Price,
and fl.io. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
-

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

MEN 'S

CITIZEN

hasn't heard unythlng

LOCAL

CTlVTf:!
wid
JU
tU

7

EVENING

AL13UOUEHOUE

EIGHT.

CARPENTERS' TOOLS
IRON
CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

215 West Railroad Aye.
ALBUQUERQUE,
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